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Abstract
Web handling systems are widely used in industries such as pulp and paper, printing press, 
and steel milling. Tension variations in web materials are very common in operation and 
tension control is critical to the quality control o f the related manufacturing facilities. Speed 
variations or changes will cause fluctuations in web tension; as a result, speed control is 
another important issue in web handling systems to prevent machinery performance 
degradation and to maintain desired productivity.
The web system control problem is investigated comprehensively in this research on both 
intermediate zone and unwinding-winding process. First, active tension control strategies are 
studied. Two MIMO control strategies, Hm and LQR, are developed and compared with a P I-  
based decentralized control strategy in terms o f control performance and robustness properties 
o f the resultant closed-loop system. A gain scheduling scheme is suggested to deal with the 
time varying parameters in a winding process. Robust stability analysis is proposed to 
quantitatively determine the necessity o f  gain scheduling. Comprehensive test results show 
that the proposed Hm control is superior to other strategies in the investigated web system 
application.
The second contribution o f this work is the development o f an inactive tension control 
strategy to effectively eliminate the ‘tension transfer’ phenomenon among web spans in a 
multi-stage web handling system. This strategy is implemented by a looper-like actuator 
which is controlled by a PID controller. It is the first inactive looper tension control technique 
in literature for thin web system applications. The developed active and inactive web control 
strategies are verified by both simulation and experimental tests.
I
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Chapter 1 Introduction 1
Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background Knowledge
The term web refers to any material in a continuous flexible strip form which is either 
endless or very long compared to its width, and very wide compared to its thickness. In some 
situations, however, it is named other terms, e.g. film, belt, foil, strip, thread fabric, etc. Many 
types o f industrial products are manufactured or processed in the form of a web, e.g. paper in 
paper mills or printing presses, plastic film, textiles, tape, thin metals, etc. [1],
Figure 1.1 A web handling system
A multi-stage (or multi-span) web handling system consists o f several types o f mechanical 
components (e.g. rollers, rolls, measuring devices, driving motors, etc.) and web spans. The 
dynamic characteristics o f the mechanical components and the physical properties o f the web 
material affect the steady-state and dynamic behaviour o f the web in the longitudinal 
direction. Tension variations in the web are common in operation and critical to the quality of 
products. For example, the main concern in printing quality control is called doubling, which 
is a register error among different printing stages. Doubling occurs whenever the non­
crossover error o f images among different printing stages exceeds a threshold (e.g. 0.076 mm
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 1 Introduction 2
for general pictures). It is mainly caused by rotation non-synchronization errors among 
printing stages, resulting from vibration and machinery imperfections such as misalignment, 
wear, and component damage [2], A rotation non-synchronization error, in fact, results in web 
tension fluctuations between two rotating driven rollers and can be measured and quantified 
by a tension measuring device. It implies that non-synchronization errors can be compensated 
by accurate web tension control. However, variations in the physical characteristics o f the 
web material, the high sensitivity o f the web material characteristics to environmental changes 
(e.g. temperature and moisture), and the interactions among adjacent spans, make accurate 
tension control in a moving web more difficult. This tends to be more apparent when thinner 
webs and higher speeds are involved in a web system.
The web material may have to pass through several consecutive processing sections (e.g. 
cleaning, coating and drying, etc.) in the manufacture o f  a product. Different web tension 
levels and accuracies can even be required by different processing sections. According to the 
section locations, a web system can be roughly partitioned into three zones: Unwinding zone, 
intermediate zone and winding (or rewinding) zone, as illustrated in F igure 1.2. The web is 
transported through driven nip rolls in the intermediate zone. Simpler machines, e.g. winding 
machines, may only have one integrated unwinding/winding zone, which corresponds to a 
winding process. Web system control is correspondingly divided into two main categories in 
literature: winding process control and intermediate web span control.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Eftt&lil filiate Zirite
Figure 1.2 Main functional zones in a multi-stage web system
The speed o f  a moving web contributes significantly to the productivity o f a manufacturing 
process. Speed variations or changes cause fluctuations in web tension, so speed control is the 
other important aspect o f web system control. Usually in a multi-span web system, one o f the 
driving motors is controlled to provide a master speed, which is referred by other motors and 
the overall process line.
The objectives o f a multi-span web system control can then be summarized as following:
• To stabilize the overall web handling system;
• To maintain the precise longitudinal tension level required in each processing section;
• To provide an adjustable master speed to the overall web handling system.
1.2 Multi-Stage Web system Control
1.2.1 D ecentralized C ontrol and C entralized Control
According to the centralization characteristic o f controllers, there are two categories o f web 
tension/speed control systems: centralized MIMO control and decentralized (or distributed) 
SISO control. When taking two intermediate web spans for illustration, these two control
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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systems are shown in Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4, respectively. The first driven roller is 
controlled to provide a master speed to the overall web system.
Driven Roller #1 Driven Roller #2 Driven Roller #3
Vt( R , J , B f , K m) V2( R , J , B f , K J  V, {R,J ,Bf , Km)
Load Cell (Load Cell
Encoder
Controller 2Controller 1 Controller 3
Ti 3 r
Figure 1.3 A decentralized control system.
Driven Roller #1 Driven Roller #2 Driven Roller #3






Figure 1.4 A centralized MIMO control system.
Decentralized control strategy has been explored for decades and is currently prevalent in 
industrial applications due to its advantage in implementation. A decentralized (distributed) 
web control system usually integrates multiple Proportional-Integral-Differential (PID) 
controllers to control multiple driven rollers. In order to properly determine the gains o f PID 
controllers, decoupling techniques are usually applied to decompose a web span model into a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tension control loop and a speed control loop. However, there is a high interaction between 
the web tension and web speed. As a result, the transient performance when either o f tension 
and speed fluctuates is always a concern for such an SISO-control-based design. To achieve 
better transient and steady-state performance, Shin [3] suggested a distributed tension control 
by using auxiliary dynamic models, in which speed difference between adjacent driven rollers 
are adopted as new state variables. Song etc. [4] proposed a feedforward control with a 
tension observer to compensate tension fluctuations due to speed changes. A neural-network- 
based control and a fuzzy logic control are also developed in papers [5] and [6], respectively, 
to improve the robustness o f web tension to speed variations.
Disturbances on tension control due to speed variations are difficult to be compensated 
completely by a feedforward loop, or model modification, etc. especially when the plant 
model has uncertain parameters and measurement noises. In addition, there exist other 
perturbation sources on web tension, among which the most important are tension variations 
from adjacent web spans. Moreover, on the other hand, the speed robustness to tension 
variation is also desired in web system control, but the compensation is even more difficult to 
be achieved. Therefore, if control requirements become higher, more efficient and 
sophisticated strategies are needed. Compared to the distributed SISO control system, a 
centralized MIMO control is able to compensate the interactions effectively by including both 
tension and speed as model states. As shown in Figure 1.4, the upstream tension variation 7j 
and the downstream tension variation are considered as system disturbances, which can be 
integrated into the synthesis o f an MIMO controller (e.g. Hx  controller) to achieve desired 
disturbance rejection.
However, a centralized MIMO control system becomes unsuitable when the plant is a large- 
scale system with many web spans, because the order o f the controller could be very high [7]. 
A semi-centralized MIMO system can then be configured by distributing a number o f MIMO 
controllers. An example is illustrated in Figure 1.5.
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Driven Roller #1 Driven Roller #2 Driven Roller #3 Driven Roller #4 Driven Roller #5
V,{R ,J ,B f , K m) V2( R , J , B f , K J  V}{ R , J , B f , K J  Vt ( R , J , B f , K J  V ^ R , J , B f , K m)
T2,L,  (  )  T„Lt




M IM O MIM O




Figure 1.5 A semi-centralized MIMO control system.
1.2.2 Intermediate Zone Control and Winding Process Control
Usually intermediate web spans are involved in the major manufacturing or process 
procedure. The control o f intermediate web spans is characterized by the complexity in 
dealing with two types o f interactions. One o f them is the interaction between tension 
variation and speed variation, and the other one is the interactions with the upstream web span 
and the downstream span. These interactions in a multi-stage web system cause a particular 
phenomenon, which is informally named as tension transfer. It means a tension fluctuation in 
a single web span will affect the tension in the following spans.
The challenge in winding process control is to deal with time varying radius and inertia of 
winding/unwinding rolls. In literature, Koc etc. [8] suggested a gain scheduling based on dc 
gain analysis o f tension output. Park etc. [9] proposed to switch gains within a predefined 
lookup table upon different operating conditions. In this work, a comprehensive investigation 
is conducted on the necessity o f gain scheduling based on robust stability analysis. In 
addition, a gain scheduling technique is implemented and verified by simulation and 
experimental tests.
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1.2.3 Active Tension C ontrol and  Inactive Tension Control
Active control and inactive control are categorized according to the actuating mode o f web 
tension control. All the configurations illustrated in Figure 1.3 to Figure 1.5 fall into active 
tension control. In active tension control, both desired tension and line speed are achieved by 
actively controlling driving motors. Most techniques in literature focus on active tension 
control strategy, since AC/DC motor drive units, which are popular nowadays, have greatly 
facilitated real-world implementations. Another advantage o f  active control is its quick 
response to commands and to disturbances.
However, tension transfer can not be eliminated by an active control strategy. Inactive 
control, which uses some particular structure as a tension control actuator, can prevent tension 
variations from being propagated to the following web spans. A typical strategy using an 
active dancer roll is shown in F igure 1.6. Tension is adjusted by the translational motion of 
the dancer roll. An alternative actuator is a looper-like structure, which is discussed in details 
in C hapter 4. Looper structure is usually adopted in steel strip mills as a tension 
measurement and mass flow control device. This work will investigate its first application as 
an inactive actuator in the tension control o f thin web handling systems.
V  Vv \ 2
D ancer
roll
Figure 1.6 Inactive tension control using a dancer roll.
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1.3 Robust Control of Web Systems
Tension control and speed control are two integral components o f web system control. In 
addition to achieving good control performance, another objective in web system control is to 
acquire an analyzable robustness to disturbance and model uncertainty. Disturbance arises 
from several sources in a multi-stage web system. For example, disturbance on web tension 
could be an upstream tension fluctuation, or a web speed variation. In some industries, e.g. a 
printing press, different web materials may go through the same processing system, which 
means that the operating condition changes. When such perturbations exist, to what extent a 
control strategy remains effective and efficient is a concern in real-world applications.
Hi and H ,„ syntheses are two classical robust control techniques, and have been explored in 
industrial control applications. In web system application, Choi etc. [10] proposed a robust 
approach for motor drive control in milling mills; Baumgart etc. [11] developed a robust 
strategy based on decoupled tension/speed loops o f the nonlinear web system model. In [8] 
and [12], an Hx and a 2-DOF Hx controller are proposed to regulate a web transportation 
system; the above papers, however, do not provide systematic and quantitative analysis on 
robustness properties o f the closed-loop system.
To ensure that a model-based controller works well in real-world applications, it is 
necessary to analyze the closed-loop robustness properties with model perturbations, such as 
disturbance, noise, unstructured and structured uncertainties. In general, the sources of 
parameterized plant perturbations include component tolerance, component drift or aging, 
external influence and model parameter uncertainty [13]. In web system applications, Laroche 
etc. [14] conducted robustness analysis based on an Hx  control design, in which only ju- 
analysis was explored. The paper also lacks a systematic discussion on robust stability and 
performance.
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1.4 Research Outline
Both intermediate zone control and winding process control, both active control and 
inactive control are investigated in this work. Hm LQR and PI control strategies are developed 
for active intermediate zone and winding process control, while a PID controller is designed 
for the proposed inactive tension control by using a looper-like actuator. The research outline 









1.5 The Organization of This Thesis
In C h ap ter 2 and C h ap te r 3, active control strategies for intermediate web span control 
and winding process control are developed, respectively.
The first objective in these two chapters is to develop a robust Hm control strategy to 
attenuate web tension fluctuations; and the second objective is to systematically investigate 
robustness properties o f the closed-loop system. Considering the characteristics o f web 
systems, real parametric uncertainty is considered as a model perturbation, and the main 
sources o f disturbance are tension fluctuations from adjacent spans and roller velocity
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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variations. Robustness properties are analyzed by using singular value (Hx  norm) test and 
structured singular value ip) test. The viability o f the developed H x  controller is verified by 
both simulation and experimental tests. Control performance and robustness property are 
compared among the proposed Hx  control, an LQR and a Pi-based decentralized control.
In C hap ter 3, winding process control, time varying parameters are considered as 
significantly changeable parametric uncertainties, such that the impact can be quantitatively 
investigated by robustness analysis. A gain scheduling technique is suggested to improve the 
system stability and control performance within the overall process.
An inactive tension control is studied in C hap ter 4. A mathematical model o f the proposed 
looper-like actuator is discussed. Simulation and experimental results are presented to 
demonstrate the viability o f the control strategy.
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Chapter 2 Intermediate Zone Control
2.1 System Modeling
2.1.1 Nominal P lan t M odeling
Figure 2.1 shows a single intermediate web span, the most fundamental primitive element 
in web processing systems.
K-l > ^ - / - l  ’ Ji-\  > K  > j  Ji  ’
l-l /+!
Driven Roller #(/-1) Driven Roller # i  
Figure 2.1 A single web span.
The following assumptions are made in the derivation o f a mathematical model for this zth 
span:
1. The length o f contact region between the web material and a roller is negligible 
compared to the length o f  the web span;
2. The thickness o f the web is very small compared with the radius o f rollers over which 
the web is wrapped;
3. There is no slippage between the web material and the rollers;
4. There is no mass transfer between the web material and the environment;
5. The strain in the web is small (much less than unity);
6. The strain is uniform within the web span;
7. The web cross-section in the unstretched state does not vary along the web;
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8. The density and the elastic modulus o f the web in the unstretched state are constant 
over the cross-section;
9. The web is perfectly elastic;
10. The web material is isotropic, so that machine direction (MD) stress prevails, i.e.
°, <ry = <r, = 0 .
11. The web properties do not change with temperature or humidity.
The dynamics o f load cell and idle rollers are also neglected. Applying the mass 
conservation principle, Newton’s second law, and Hooke’s law, with the above assumptions, a 
linearized dynamic model o f the zth web span can be derived as (see [3] for detailed 
procedure)
f  = - ^ T i - — Vi . + — Vi + % ^ T l l , (2.1)
L  L  ,_I L  L
n  2 g  n  2 n
V  = - —i - T — f L v + ^ r + ^ K J , .  (2.2)
J  ' J  ' J  1+1 J  m‘ ‘ v '
where the related notations are:
Tj: Change to the tension o f the zth web span (N );
Vj: Change to the tangential velocity at the periphery o f  the zth driven roller (m/s);
U j: Change to current input o f the zth driving motor (A);
v,o: Steady-state operating tangential velocity o f the zth driven roller (m/s);
Lt : Length o f  the zth web span between two driven rollers (m);
a : Cross-sectional area o f the web material (m2);
E  : Young’s modulus o f the web material (GPa);
B f i : Viscous friction Coefficient o f the zth roller bearing (N-m-s/rad);
Km i: Toque constant o f the zth driving motor (N-m/A);
R i : Radius o f  the zth driven roller (m);
J i : Moment o f  inertia o f the zth driven roller (kg- m2).
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The steady-state operating web tension is omitted from the linearized model. This 
approximation is made based on the little effect o f the initial operating value would have on 
web tension dynamics. The detailed demonstration can be found in the reference.
Without loss o f generality, the first processing span in Figure 1.3 is taken out to illustrate 
control system design. The two driven rollers as well as their driving motors are assumed to 
be identical. A control system is designed to provide a master speed control for the driven 
roller #1 and to attenuate tension variations T2. The upstream tension fluctuation T\ and the 
downstream tension fluctuation r 3 are regarded as disturbances on the 2nd web span. They 
will be considered in the synthesis o f an MIMO Hm controller such that the closed-loop 
system acquires desired rejection capability to these two disturbances.
The state-space representation (SSR) o f the nominal plant is
I x„ = A x„  + B„.d + 5  ,wI p  n  p  n i n l
(2.3)
y -  c„x„I  ^  n  P
where the subscript p represents plant, and n stands for nominal. The state-space vectors and 
matrices are
xp =[Xl x 2 x3f = [ T 2 Vt V j ;
« = [«, w2f = [ / ,  I2f ;
T = h  y2f  = lT2 vif>
d  = [d{ d2f = [  Tx T3f .
V20 aE aE  ' ’ V10 0
r 1






















; C B =
1 0 0 
0 1 0
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Model-based MIMO control design and robustness analysis will be demonstrated in the 
following sections based on the above single intermediate web span model which is described 
by the state-space representation (2.3).
2.1.2 Plant Modeling with Uncertainty Description
Uncertainties in the system o f interest arise from measurements (e.g. velocity and tension 
feedback signals), environment (e.g. temperature and moisture effects on web length and web 
elasticity), and operating conditions (e.g. web types and machinery condition variations). 
Considering the real experimental configuration in this work, the following parametric model 
uncertainties are considered:
Young’s modulus E: ±1% from the operating value;
• Operating velocity v,o: ±10% from the operating value;
• Roller radius R: ±10% from the operating value;
. Roller inertia J: ±5% from the operating value (related to radius change).
A state-space representation method is adopted in this work to describe the aforementioned 
parametric uncertainties. Let be a nominal parameter value and Pj be the uncertain 
counterpart, the corresponding parametric uncertainty can be described by
where Sj defines the parameter varying bound, and A, e [ -1 ,  l] is a perturbation variable 
which is used to describe any possible parameter variation, within the bound specified by Si . 
For example, roller radius varying ±10% from the operating value corresponds to SR = 0.1. If 
the maximum and minimum values o f  Pj can be determined, then
p^ W  + s a ,)- (2.4)
P + P  P - P  i m ax / m m  g m d    /m a x  /_
2 ’ 2 />
/
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The model parametric uncertainties o f the web span are then defined as:
E = E(\ + SeAe ) ,  v10 = v 10(1 + £vAv)> v20= v 20(1+£„A,)>
R — R(\ + SrAr ) ,  J  — J ( \  + Sj Aj ) .
The differential equations for (2.3) can be rewritten separately as (2.5) to (2.7): 
x  _ v;p(l + 4 4 )  x ctE(\ + SEA E) ^ | oE(l + 8EAE) ^  | Vio(l + 4 A )  j  (2 5)
4  1 l 2 2 l 2 3 l 2
 W + M „ ) k  ( 2 .6 )
J d  +  t j b j )  J i l  +  S j A j )  J ( ] + S j A j )  J ( \  +  5 j A j )
RHi+s„A,)‘  b ,—  + m 1 M A K  (2.7)
JQ + S j A j )  Jtf + SjAj) J(l+SjAj)  7(1 + ̂ A >
To facilitate robustness analysis, uncertain components are separated from the nominal part 
in the above equations. Take (2.5) as an example,
x  v2o(1 + < ? A )x aE{\ + 8EA E) x  | aE(\ + SEAE) ^  + 2 ) o £ + 4 4 ) ^
1 z2 1 l 2 2 l 2 3 l 2 1
- / , + / 2 + / 3 + / 4 . (2.8) 
Each o f the items I\, h , h  and /4 can be decomposed into nominal part and uncertain part. The 
latter is characterized by the term A ,, for example,
z, -  . a f l ;  , - h L ^ - h A x A ,  + <  (2.9)
1̂ 2 2 2 2
An uncertainty pair, and , can then be derived as
<  = - V- z A x {A ,= y \A , .  (2.10)
4
As a result, 14 uncertainty pairs can be generated by similar decompositions. Those can be 
denoted as an input vector y A and an output vector uA, and
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yh =[yi>yl> ;
« A  =  ^ WA ’ ^ A ’ M A ]  ’
The uncertain components o f the plant model can be represented by these input-output 
( y ‘A- u ‘A) pairs. The transfer matrix from y A to uA is a real diagonal matrix A , which is Hx-
norm-bounded (i.e. ||a ||m < 1) due to its components A, e  [-1, l ] . The relation is represented 
by
uA = \y A, (2.11)
with A =  <i/<3g{Av,A£,A£,Av,Afl,A£,A,?,A£,A/?,A ,,A /?,A£,A£,Ay}.
Any uncertainty input y'A, i ~  1 ,2 ..., 14, is a function o f exogenous system inputs (d  in this
case), control signals (u) and/or plant states (xp). Figure 2.2 shows a block diagram describing 
the pair in (2.10). A model block diagram of the plant with all uncertain pairs can also be 
derived in a similar pattern.
t o  JCj
U A
A
y * A V2(A
V - l 2
Figure 2.2 Block diagram o f an uncertainty pair.
The state-space model in (2.3) can be reconstructed with above parametric uncertainty 
description considered. It yields
xp = A>xp + Bu0ua + Buld  + Bulu 
' y& = xp + Du00uA + Du01d  + Du02u ,
y  = c uixP
where the subscript u denotes uncertain and the related matrices are
(2 . 12)
■du A-n ’
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Based on the above uncertainty description, an upper LFT framework can be developed to 
represent the state-space model in (2.12), as shown in F igure 2.3. LFTs will be introduced in 
next section.
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Figure 2.3 The standard upper LFT framework.
2.2 H0o Control Design
2.2.1 Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT)




(j^(Pi +P2 M q i + q2) (2.13)
Let K e C ‘l2Xp2 and A e  C ?|Xp‘ be two complex matrices. Lower LFT and upper LFT with 
respect to K  and A , respectively, are defined as the maps [15]
F,{G, K )  : h-> ; FU(G, A) : (-> C p̂ 2;





Figure 2.4 (a) Lower LFT, (b) upper LFT.
Lower LFT and upper LFT can be firstly realized by transfer matrix operations: 
F)(G, K ) := 7^  = Gu + Gl2K ( I  -  G22K)G 2l, (2.14)
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FU(G, A) := -  G22 + G21A(7 -  GnA)G12. (2.15)
where represents the resultant transfer matrix from w to z, i.e. a map from the exogenous
input to the exogenous output.
To facilitate the calculation o f LFTs, a state-space realization is more desired for the above 
transfer matrix representations. First, denote the state-space realization o f a nominal plant 








A A. A 2
C2 A, D22
1) Let O, = ( / - D22Dk) 1 and O r = ( I - D kD22) ' .  A state-space realization o f lower LFT 
F,(G, K )  can be derived based on (2.14) as
F,(G, K ) =
A + B2®rDkC2 
Bk<3>,C2
A  % C k
A  + BkO,D22Ck





2) A state-space realization o f upper LFT FU(G, A) can be derived by a transformation of
the above lower LFT state-space representation. The following transfer representation 
holds for upper LFT shown in Figure 2.4 (b):
Ta
z
A i A 2 
G21 G22_ w
A A A
A A. A 2
C2 Ai d 22
A
W
The above expression can be transformed into its counterpart for lower LFT while keeping 
the transfer relation from (wA,w) to (yA, z ) . That is
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z
7 a .




c x D\2 Du
w
G\2 ^11.
The transformation can be illustrated by Figure 2.5.
► 22 J
Figure 2.5 Transformation from upper LFT to lower LFT.
The derivation o f FU(G, A) is equivalently changed to that o f Ft (G \ A) . Let
<J> = ( /-A Z )11)_1 and consider that A is real diagonal matrix. A state-space realization of 
upper LFT is then derived based on the state-space representation in (2.16):
^  + 5,OAC, B2 + 5 ,0  AD, 2 £
i
Bfu
C2 +Z)21OAC, d 22 + d 2, o a d 12
u4 Dfu
FU(G, A) =
The state-space realization o f  LFTs makes robustness analysis executable in Matlab.
(2.17)
2.2.2 Hoa C ontrol synthesis
2.2.2.1 Hoo N orm  and H x Control
H0o synthesis is an optimization algorithm which aims to design a nominally stabilizing Hx 
controller to stabilize a plant and to gain the closed-loop system desired robustness to model 
perturbations. Consider a nominal system represented by a lower LFT framework in Figure 
2.6 .
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Figure 2.6 LFT framework o f nominal closed-loop system.
The closed-loop transfer matrix can be denoted as = Ft(N, K).. The Hx norm o f the 
complex transfer matrix is defined as
where a  denotes the maximum singular value for a specific frequency co, and 91 is the 
collection o f  real numbers.
Two types o f H<x> Control are defined in literature:
Optimal Hco Control: Find all admissible controllers K(s) such that || 7 U s ) |U  is 
minimized, i.e.
where /c(s) is the set o f all stabilizing controllers. It should be noted that the optimal Hx
controllers are generally not unique for MIMO systems. Furthermore, finding an optimal 
controller is often both numerically and theoretically complicated. In practice, it is usually 
much cheaper to obtain controllers that are very close in the norm sense to the optimal ones, 
which will be called suboptimal controllers. A suboptimal controller may also have other nice 
properties (e.g. lower bandwidth) over the optimal ones.
Suboptimal Hx Control: Given y >0, find all admissible controllers K(s), if  there are any, 
such that || T ^is)  | |«, < y [16].
(2.18)
(2.19)
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2.2.2.2 Weighting Functions and  L F T  Representation o f  Closed-Loop System  
I f  the exogenous output vector z  is weighted by a weighting function matrix W(s), the 
objective o f  Hm synthesis becomes to minimize the Hm norm o f a weighted transfer matrix 
W»Tm . Weighting functions, i.e. the elements in W(s), are selected to shape the magnitude and
frequency responses o f the exogenous system output z. They are important in the control 
synthesis, and to a great extent, affect the control performance and robustness property o f the 
closed-loop system.
For the considered plant (a single web span), the closed-loop system with selected 
weighting functions fVe(s) and Wu(s) is illustrated in Figure 2.7, where set-point vector
~ n
Figure 2.7 The closed-loop system with weighting functions.
P(s) is an augmented interconnection system with an exogenous input vector w and an 
exogenous output vector z. K(s) is the controller to be designed. N(s) is the nominal part o f the 
augmented interconnection system P(s), when the plant G(s) refers to the nominal model in 
(2.3) instead o f (2.12). N(s) is adopted in designing the nominally stabilizing Hm controller.
A standard LFT framework can equivalently represent the practical system in Figure 2.7 in 
a compact way, which is shown in Figure 2.8. A mathematical representation o f the closed-
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loop system, in a form o f either transfer matrix or SSR, can be readily derived by LFT 
operations introduced in 2.2.1. Robustness analysis o f the closed-loop system will also be 
carried out based on the derived representations.
Figure 2.8 The standard LFT framework o f  closed-loop system.
According to definitions (2.18) and (2.19), the channel (component) selection o f vector z 
and w is also critical to the closed-loop system properties. For the plant in this study, z  and w
are defined as [e w]7 and [<i r ] r , respectively, to achieve low tracking error, high 
disturbance rejection, and minimum control effort.
Weighting function We(s), which is generally called performance weighting function, aims 
to limit the magnitude o f the output sensitivity function S 0 = (7 + G K y 1 within a particular
frequency range. For the closed system in Figure 2.7, we have the following transfer 
equations:
e= W eSor - W eS0G d ; (2.20)
u = W uKS0r - W uS ,d . (2.21)
where the input sensitivity function Si = ( /  + KG )~l .
WeS0 is the transfer function between the reference signal, r, and the weighted tracking error 
e (exogenous output). Equation (2.20) shows that the effects o f  reference signal r on the 
weighted tracking error can be made “small” by making the combined sensitivity function
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WeS0 small, in a sense o f norm. Therefore, the Hx norm o f WeS0 becomes one o f the objectives 
to be minimized by Hoo synthesis. Its desired value is limited to be less than a particular value, 
usually unity, i.e. ||^*S'o||00 <1 [17]. It also implies an equivalent objective < | | ^ _l|| •
We(s) is commonly selected with a high gain at low frequency to reject low frequency 
perturbations. The structure o f We(s) is selected in this work as
s + Mcob
e M (s  + s(ob) v 7
where M is  the peak magnitude o f SQ, ||So| < M ; s  is the allowed steady-state error; and cob 
is the required minimum frequency bandwidth.
The control signal weighting function Wu(s) is selected to shape the frequency property o f 
control signals. In this work, it is selected with the following structure
Wu{s) = ----- —  > (2-23)
£ u S  +  C O u
where Mu is the maximum gain o f KS0, i.e. ||&S'0||c0 < |^ rB~1|  • is the bandwidth o f  the
controller K; and eu is a real value to adjust the pole location o f Wu [ 16].
Other weighting function structures are also discussed in literature. For example, paper [18] 
introduces different structures for JVe(s) and Wu(s), which are
(2.24)
S  +  T
K W  = — ( ! + — ) . (2-25)
" U0 2F0
where /u e  { 0 ,1}, MX = l/)Te(oo) represents the disturbance rejection ability o f the system at
high frequencies, and zUp = 1/ We(0) is the allowed steady-state error; U0 is the maximal 
effort magnitude o f  an actuator and V0 is its rate limit, corresponding to a step input o f
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magnitude m. The structure here for We(s) is similar with the previous one. A rational 
structure o f  fVe(s) is also investigated in literature as
We = - ^ — , (2.26)
S  +  0 ) e
where coe is a small value related to steady-state error, and X is used to adjust the gain.
The selection o f weighting function structures and their numerical realization are conducted 
based on the considerations as follows:
• To achieve desired control performance;
• To optimize the control effort and avoid actuator saturation;
• To bring the best robustness property to the closed-loop system;
• To obtain the best balance among different robustness properties o f  the closed-loop 
system.
During the selection process, simulation test and robustness analysis are used as the 
verification tools. For example, a comparison was made between two types o f combinations.
Table 2.1 Robustness property comparison between two combinations o f weighting 
functions.
We( s )  and Wu( s ) I K I L  | I K I L
Combination 1 (2.22) and (2.23) 2.5569 1.1158
Combination 2 (2.26) and (2.25) 2.6112 j 1.9801
Not only does combination 1 provide a better robustness property, but also it presents better 
control performance and more practical control efforts than combination 2. This can be 
illustrated by Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.9 Control effort comparison. Combination 1 (left), Combination 2 (right).
W eb Tension
Line Speed Line Speed
0.15



















Figure 2.10 Control performance comparison. Combination 1 (left), Combination 2 (right).
In this work, We(s) and Wu(s) are numerically selected as (corresponding to combination 1) 
0.25 + 8
W (s) = 5  + 0.08 
0
0
0.25 + 10 
5 + 0.01 .
; Wu(s) =




0.055 + 0.1 
5 + 5
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2.2.2.3 State-Space Realization o f  the Interconnection System  
The augmented interconnection system P(s), in a standard LFT framework as shown in 
Figure 2.8, should be constructed and realized into a state-space representation for a robust 
control design, based on a state-space solution o f Hi and Hx  problems [19].
A state-space combination method is adopted in this work to generate the structure o f P(s), 
whose states are constituted by the states o f Wu, We, and the plant G represented by (2.12). 
The map from exogenous inputs to outputs is
(2.27)
> a ' V
z = P(s) w
V u
where
Poo(s ) A i A )  P0i ( s )
Pio(s ) Pn ( s ) A O )
P 20( S )  P 2 l ( s )  P2 l ( S )
A A b 2
Co D0o Do\ D02
C, A o A , A  2
C 2 D2Q A i D22














B = [B0 \B , \B 2] =
B.uO








| A x 2











0 C - D  CW W e  W e  u \
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Accordingly, the nominal augmented interconnection system N(s) can be realized as (2.29) 




N(s)= AO) AO) 
AO) AO)
A A b 2
c i A, A*
C2 Ai D22
(2.29)
2.2.2.4 Assumptions on Hx Control Problem
The nominal interconnection system N(s) in (2.29) should have D\ \ = 0 and D n  = 0 for a 
standard Hm problem, according to the paper [19]. With this condition, N{s) becomes
'A A A
N(s)= A 0 A2
c2 A. 0
Furthermore, four assumptions should be satisfied to make the Hm problem solvable: 
a l. (A, B 1) and (A, B2) are stabilizable;
a2. (Ci, A) and (C2, A) are detectable;
a3. D Tn [C, A 2] = [0 / ] ;
r a  1 "o'a4. 1 A i =
_A,_ 1
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Given the selected weighting function We(s) in (2.22), the condition described by (2.30). 
assumption a3 and assumption a4 are not satisfied. To relax the conditions and assumptions, a 
general H„ problem was explored in [20], [21] and [16]. The nominal interconnection system 
N(s) in a general Hm problem takes a form of
'  A A B2
N(s)= c, A. A 2
A, Dn
(2.31)
For the plant model considered in this work, D22=0. A basic solution o f a general Hx  problem 
is given in the references upon D22=0. If D22j0  in some cases, a scaling procedure can then 
be applied to the controller designed from the solution.
The following assumptions are made for a general problem:
A l. (A, B2) is stabilizable and (C2, A) is detectable;
A2. The rank o f D \2 is equal to the number o f control signals (u). The rank o f D2\ is 
equal to the number o f error signals (e);
A3. Dn =
A4.
. A i = [ o  4 ;
A5.
A -  jcol b 2
A A  2
A - j c o l A
c 2 A i
has full column rank for all co;
has full row rank for all co.







0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
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A normalization o f  D \2  (the assumption on Do\ has been met in this work) can be conducted to 
have the assumption satisfied, but a corresponding interconnection system transformation will 
arise from the normalization. First o f all, perform singular value decomposition on D \ 2  to 
obtain the matrix factorization
Dl2= U N R m >
where UN is square and unitary. Now scale related variables by z  = UNz , u -  RNu . The 
original nominal interconnection system N{s) can be reformulated as
N (s) = UN 0 
0 /




u'Nc x u ’nd u K d 12r -'





A i A 2 
A i ®
with Dn = and D21 = [0 7]. [16]
The transformation is illustrated by F igure 2.11.
z  = U'Jzw
u = R ju
Figure 2.11 Reformulation o f the nominal interconnection system. 
Further more, it can be found that
\tJL 1̂1. joL =||^w «)[ =1^1.. (2.33)
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since UN is unitary. The scaling relation between controllers K  and K  is 
K (s) = R - 'K (s ) .  (2.34)
Based on the reformulated system N (s ) ,  with all assumptions satisfied, suboptimal Hm
controllers K (s) can be derived upon the solutions o f two Riccati equations and then K (s)
will be obtained by the scaling relation in (2.34). The detailed procedure can be found in the 
references and it has been programmed in a Matlab function ‘hinfsyn’, which aims to solve a 
general H m problem. The set o f all suboptimal //*  controllers is represented by 
K (s ) = Q) , where Q is any stable proper transfer matrix such that \Q \x < y  .
K (s)
Figure 2.12 All suboptimal H ,*> controllers.
2.2.3 Nominal Plant Model Identification
Although some parameter values o f the plant model can be measured (e.g. radii) or have 
been given by manufacturers (e.g. motor toque constant), there is no clue for the nominal 
values o f some parameters (e.g. Young’s modulus o f the paper roll, E, and viscous friction 
coefficient o f the overall transmission system, Bj). Such plant parameters were identified by 
recursive least squares (RLS). Winding process model is adopted for the identification 
purpose since it has fewer disturbances and fewer items to estimate. Data sets were collected 
from a closed-loop system controlled by a PI controller, which had been tuned for best 
performance. Reference signals were set to square waves. It should be noted that one o f the
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advantages o f  using square wave references is that the radius o f winding/unwinding rolls will 
not vary much and can be considered as constants.
Recursive least square algorithm is summarized as follows. Suppose there is a discrete time 
difference equation for system output^:
Define 
6 T = [a, b0 6, ], and
(pT{ t - \ )  = [ y { t - \ )  w,(0 u2(t)].
Then the current output can be represented as: 
y{t) = (pT{ t - \ ) d .
The recursive estimation equations are
where X is the forgetting factor [22].
A commonly used linearized time-invariant model for winding process in literature is:
The third equation has an operating value o f the winding velocity. When a square wave 
reference is set for the line speed, this operating speed value reaches an equivalence o f zero. 
All velocity changes, in this case, correspond to the real-time velocities. The first two
y(t) = <*xy ( t  -1 )  + bxux(t) +b2u2( t) . (2.35)
0(t) = 6{t -1 )  + * (0 [_ X 0  !)<?(' -  1)J; (2.36)
P{t) = | P (t -1 )  -  P{t - 1  )<p{t -  \)[_X + cpr{t -1  )P(t -1  )<p(t - 1)]"‘ cpr (t -  l)i>(/ -  1)J I X ; (2.37) 
K (t) = P{t)<p(t - 1) = P(t -1  )<p(t -1 )[X  + < p\t -1  )P(t - 1  )<p(t - 1 ) ] ' ' , (2.38)
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equations are used to determine the viscous friction coefficient B j , and the motor torque 
constant K m. The third equation was mainly used in this work to estimate Young’s modulus
o f the web material. The discrete time counterpart o f the model representation is 
va (0  = „  vu(t - 1 )  +  _ & _ c ( 0  + iu(t);
J u + B f Ts J u + Bf Ts J u + Bf Ts
v (t) = —  v ( 7 _ n ------— t (t) + ■
w {) J w + Bj-Ts J w + BjTs J w + Bf T , w { ) ’
(2.39)
(2.40)
U t )  =
L + T sVw 0
Tw{t~ D -
aET
L  +  TsVw o
Vw(0- (2.41)
bn b, 2
For example, the RLS estimation distributions based on one data set are shown in Figure 

















Figure 2.13 Radii changes during estimation.
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Figure 2.14 RLS estimation on equation (2.39).
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F igure 2.15 RLS estimation on equation (2.40).
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Figure 2.16 RLS estimation on equation (2.41).
The following parameters are identified by the recursive least square method.
E  i 1.7 GPa i ~Km 0.185 N - m / A  \
 i . _ _  _ . i .  i  !
Bf  i 0.008 N -m lir a d ls )  j j  j 2 .19x10^  k g -m 1
Other parameter values are measured or specified as: 
a = 3.376 x 10-6 m 2;
L2 = 0.725 m ;
R = 0.02 m  ;
vio = v 2o ”  0-4 m l sec.
This numerical realization is applied in this work for controller design and robustness 
analysis.
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2.2.4 Controller
One of the suboptimal H ,„ controllers can be derived for the considered general Hm problem 
by solving two algebraic Riccati equations [16] [21]. For example, one can be represented by 
the following transfer functions:
( K n (s) K l2( s ) '
K (s) = 
where
K 2l(s) K 22(s ),
-590.2s6 -7.33 le5s5 -6.203e7s4 -8.47e9s3 -8.429el Os2 -2.174e 11 s-2.166e9
K u(s) = —
s +2855s +3.369e6s +1.668e9s +1.74el0s +4.653el0s +4.062e9s+3.598e7 
3416s5+5.808e6s4+4.919e9s3+ 1 .768ells2+1.403el2s+3.203el2
s 6 + 2 8 5 5 s 5 +3.369e6s4+ 1 .668e9s3+ 1 .727el Os2 +4.5 1 5el 0s+4.498e8
^  . 679.8s6+8.692e5s5 +5,559e7s4 +8.084e9s3+8.098e 1 Os2 +2.096e 11 s+2.088e9
21 (*̂ ) = 7
K 22(s) =
s +2855s +3.369e6s +1.668e9s +1.74el0s +4.653el0s +4.062e9s+3.598e7
3467s5+5.81e6s4+4.919e9s3+1.768el Is2+1.403el2s+3.203el2 
s 6 + 2 8 5 5 s 5 +3.369e6s4+1.668e9s3+l.727e 1 Os2 +4.515e 10s+4.498e8 ‘
2.3 Other Control Strategies
2.3.1 LQR Tracking Control
Suppose that there is a plant model with a state-space representation as
= A„xn + B .d  + B„2uI p  n  p  n  i n l
1^ = C^ P
A general linear quadratic regulator (LQR) design is to derive an LQR feedback gain 
u = -K x p to stabilize the system and to minimize a cost function, which could be
J  = £° | x rpQxp + 2 x TpNu  + uT R u jd t (2.42)
or
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J  = | y TQy + 2y TN u  + urRu} d t , (2.43)
depending on if  only the output or all state variables shall be optimized. The cross weighting 
matrix N  is omitted in this work (set to zero). Weighting matrices Q and R are positive 
definite real matrices, which define the tradeoff between regulation performance (how fast 
/?(/) goes to zero) and control effort u.
The synthesis is to solve the Riccati equation
PA„ + A Tn P -  PBn2R~x B Tn2P + Q = 0 (2.44)
to get the solution o f P. Then we can derive the LQR state feedback gain:
K  = R~xB Tn2P .




Figure 2.17 LQR state feedback control .
However, for a tracking control, the variable to be minimized is changed to the tracking 
error instead. It means that the cost function needs to be modified correspondingly as
J  = \ e rQ e  + ut Ru} d t . (2.45)
To eliminate the steady state error o f the output, an integral control is introduced. The 
closed-loop system with an LQR tracking control is illustrated in F igure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18 LQR tracking control.
The LQR state feedback design also needs to be modified correspondingly based on an 
augmented system. The output error signals are represented by
0  = e = r - y  = r -C „ x p .
Consider p  a new state variable. The augmented state vector becomes 
<P = [ p  xpJ .
If  P is taken as the system output instead, the augmented state-space representation will be
\<P =  A a u g V  +  B n X a u g d  +  B n 2 a u g U  +  B /
[A = CpaugV 
with
A =
n a u g
1
© - C / J ,  =
l©i





5 n l a u g I A . J ’ n l a u g l ^ 2 j > r
©
I
Considering that the tracking errors are normally not zero-mean periodic signals, the cost 
function in (2.45) can be equivalently replaced by a cost function in (2.46), with respect to /? 
instead o f the direct error signal e.
J =  [ { p TQ P + uTR u } d t .
And the corresponding Riccati equation becomes 
PArKmg+ A TnaugP -P B „ 2augR -lBTn2augP + Q = 0 .
(2.46)
(2.47)
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The state feedback gain for tracking control can be derived by solving the above Riccati 
equation. It yields 
K  = R -iB Tn2augP .
Weighting matrices Q and R are selected based on the considerations as follows:
• To achieve good control performance;
• To reduce the tracking error (by limiting /?);
•  To limit the control effort and avoid actuator saturation;
• To obtain the best balance among the robust properties o f the closed-loop system.
The two weighting matrices are finally tuned as:
'1 0 '1 o '
; R =
0 1000_ _0 1
The first column in Q  and R corresponds to the tracking error o f tension output and the 
second corresponds to the tracking error o f line speed output. Although an increase in the 
weight o f tension tracking error can improve system robust stability, the transient tension 
control performance will become worse.
The derived feedback gain is
T 0.7020 -22.5206 0.0005 0.4931 0.0818]
K  =
-0.7122 -22.1996 0.0024 0.0818 0.4968
2.3.2 PI C ontrol
Decentralized PI control for web handling systems has been investigated for decades and 
prevails in real-world industrial applications due mainly to its advantage in implementation. 
This SISO Pi-based control is designed based on decoupled speed loop and tension loop and 
can be simply implemented regardless o f the interaction between tension and speed. As 
introduced in C hap ter 1, without feedforward compensations, the transient performance of
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both speed control and tension control could not be satisfactory. The decoupling technique 
and feedforward loop design can be found in several references, e.g. [4], [23] and [24].
In this work, no feedforward compensation design is considered. To illustrate the 
conventional Pi-based decentralized web system control, two PI controllers are separately 
applied to the two driving motors in a single intermediate web span. One o f the controllers is 
in charge o f  line speed control, while the other one takes tension feedback signal and control 
the web tension. The configuration is illustrated in Figure 2.19.
Driven Roller #1 Driven Roller #2
Load Cell
Encoder
PI Speed PI Tension
V TMr 2r
Figure 2.19 Decentralized PI Control.
The formulas o f PI controllers are: 
h  = KpXev{t) + K n je v ( t)d t ;
12 — K p2eT(t) + K j2 ( t)d t .
where ev and eT are the tracking error o f line speed and tension output signal, respectively. 
The proportional and integral gains, Kp and K„ are tuned by trial and error as:
Speed control loop: Kp\ = 4, Kn = 20,
Tension control loop: Kp 2 -  0.11, Kn = 2.
The decentralized PI control can be represented by
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K  =
0
0.1 I s + 2
4s + 20 
s
0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 4
0 5 0 4
1 0 0.11 0
2.4 Robustness Property Analysis
Robust stability, nominal performance and robust performance, the three main robustness 
properties, are analyzed in this section for the closed-loop system controlled by the designed 
Hm controller, LQR and PI controller, respectively.
2.4.1 General Robustness Analysis
To describe the closed-loop system for the purpose o f robustness analysis, the LFT standard 
framework, shown in F igure 2.8, is transformed first into a A-M  structure as illustrated in 
Figure 2.20. During the derivation o f P, weighting functions were considered in order to 
design a best compensating Hm controller. However, they do not actually exist in a practical 
system. Therefore, for the purpose o f  robustness analysis, the exogenous input/output vectors
are changed to z  = e = r - y ;  and w = [d r ] r . Correspondingly, without considering any
weighting functions, the state-space representation o f the interconnection system P  in F igure 
2.20 should also be modified.
F igure 2.20 The A-M structure.
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With the representation o f the interconnection system P in (2.28), applying lower LFT 
yields
The state-space realization o f lower LFT in (2.16) should be adopted in Matlab, such that a 
state-space representation o f  the closed-loop system can be derived to facilitate the numerical 
robustness analysis.
Several concepts need to be explained first:
•  Internal stability: The transfer matrix M{s) is stable, i.e. M\ 1(5), Mu{s), M2\(s) and 
M22(s) are all stable;
•  Robust stability: The set o f closed-loop systems represented by the above A-M  
structure are internally stale for all possible A(j);
• Nominal performance: If a nominal closed-loop system M(s) is internally stable, it 
achieves nominal performance if  and only if  the energy o f  the exogenous output z due 
to disturbances (references) with energy bounded by 1 is also bounded by 1. This can 
be stated by




performance if  and only if  all members o f the family o f  plants described by the
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interconnection o f M(s) and A(s) achieve nominal performance. It means the output z 
should have bounded energy for all disturbances (references) with bounded energy and 
for all possible plant models. This can be stated by
||z(5)||2 < 1, V ||wfa)||2 < 1, V A(^) such that jj ^  < 1.
Robustness evaluation can be implemented by singular value analysis or structured singular 
value (ji) analysis. The former is an //oo-norm based method, while the criterion o f the latter is 
structured singular values. The structured singular value // is defined as
M M )  = -------     , (2.51)
min{cr(A): A e As, det(/ -  M A )  = 0}
where As is the set o f all possible perturbation blocks A in a A-M  structure. The upper and 
lower // bounds with respect to a specified perturbation block structure can be derived over a 





where | | A | | oo<  1 and || Ap ||oo< 1. is a full complex block with a size corresponding to the 
input/output dimension o f  M 2 2. Robustness analyses are then conducted by:
1) Robust stability: the system achieves robust stability iff | |M n ||a o < l  (singular value 
analysis), or ^ ( M n )  <1 (//-analysis), for all || A || oo < 1;
2 )  Nominal performance: the system has nominal performance iff |j A/221| oo<l (singular 
value analysis), or n^p{M2 2) <1 (//-analysis), for all || Ap || a. < 1;
3) Robust performance: the system achieves robust performance iff ||F„(M, A ) | | o o <  1, for 
all || A || * < 1 (singular value analysis), or / /  ^ ( ^ )  < 1. V ||a|| < 1 (//-analysis).
Here are several remarks on robustness analysis:
1. ||M u | |oo< 1 implies stability, but not conversely, because this test ignores the known 
block diagonal structure o f the uncertainties (A) and is equivalent to regarding as A
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unstructured. A stable system can have arbitrarily large || M\ \ || The conservativeness 
of this test will be illustrated by the testing results.
2. The two methods will give same results in nominal performance test. Ap is a full 
unstructured complex block. For such unstructured uncertainties, an alternative 
definition o f  the largest singular value can be derived as [ 16]
This matches the corresponding definition of structured singular value.
3. For singular value robust performance test, the robust performance condition can be
made equivalent to a robust stability condition with the augmented perturbation block A 
[25], However, in this work, the robust performance by singular value analysis will be 
illustrated only for the situation in which A is an identity matrix, i.e. all parameters 
increases to their maximum values.
The general robustness analysis can be applied directly to the output feedback control 
systems, e.g. Ha0 controller and PI control. However, for LQR tracking control, an augmented 
state-space plant model should be considered in the derivation o f the corresponding A -M  
structure.
2.4.2 Robustness Analysis of LQR Control
Assume that we have got an SSR of the plant with uncertainty as in (2.12). LQR tracking 
control introduces a new state /?, which satisfies
a ( M 22) =
inf{<?(Ap) : d c t ( I - M n A p) = 0}
/3 = e = r - y  = r - C uXxp .
Consider that the exogenous output z  = e and the exogenous input w = \d  r ] r . The SSR
of corresponding augmented system with respect to an augmented state vector
is
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<P =  A aug <P +  B 0augUA +  [ K u g  B r ]  W +  B 2aug U
Ta ~ C0aug(p + DuOÔA [AiOl 0]w +Z)u02U ’ (2.53)





'  0 '
; B, =
'  0 "
■ B, =
'  0 '









C ()a u g  ~  A o ]  ’ ^ l a u g  ~  A l ]  •
The SSR o f the closed-loop system can be derived by substituting u  =  — K<p into (2.45).
<P =  ( A aug ~  B 2augK )<P +  + [ B laug B r ] W
■ Ta = ( C 0aug - D u02K )<P +  D «00UA + [ D u0l 0 ] W • (2 -54)
e = ~Clmg^  + [0 I]w  
A A-M structure representing the above closed-loop system is shown in Figure 2.21.
M
Figure 2.21 The A-M structure o f LQR control.
The following expression can be derived based on the above transformations.
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> a" = M
uA
z w
M \  j M a 
M 21 M 22
Wa
w
^aug B l a u g K A) aug
Cf)aug ~  D u02K A/00 [0.0, 0]
A  aug 0 [0 n
wA
w





M n = 4 . K i
c m, Ann
M 22 = c_ D ,mil
The general robustness analysis can then be implemented on the derived closed-loop 
representation.
2.4.3 Robustness Analysis Results
Table 2.2 shows the Hm norms o f the controlled closed-loop systems. The uncertain factors 
5t are considered as <7„=0.1 ; ^ = 0 .0 5  ; £v =0.1 ; <^=0.01  . In the derivation o f
is taken as an identity matrix for the singular value test.
Table 2.2 H , norms o f the closed-loop systems with designed controllers.
1
I K I L I K I L  Ij I I f u{m ,  a)||
I1aa Controller 2.5569 1.1158 1.1371
LQR j 6.7195 3.6995 !j 4.0278
P I Controller 5.0574 49.6259 48.9921
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Figure 2.22 through Figure 2.24 illustrate the results of robustness property analysis by 
using singular value and // value testing tools. Nominal and robust performance tests o f  PI 
controller are not plotted here because the norm values are too large.
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Figure 2.22 Robust stability analysis (H&, PI and LQR).
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Figure 2.23 Nominal performance analysis {Hx  and LQR).
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Figure 2.24 Robust performance analysis {Hm and LQR).
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It is seen that with the specified parametric uncertainties and selected weighting functions, 
the closed-loop system, controlled by any one o f the three controllers, achieves robust 
stability, in a sense o f  // analysis. The proposed Ha, control presents the best results in nominal 
and robust performance tests, and performs best in robust stability test but only in a sense of 
singular value analysis. Furthermore, it can also be illustrated that the singular value analysis 
is more conservative than //-analysis for robust stability test, when the system has structured 
uncertainties as in this work. Robust performance test can not be fulfilled by using singular 
value analysis since the uncertainty block A could have infinite patterns, //-analysis brings a 
test result, through which it can be illustrated that no controller achieves robust performance.
2.4.4 Robust Stability and Parametric Uncertainties
In real-world industrial applications, an important issue is to investigate the impact that 
each parameter variation could have on system stability. If  the impacts can be quantified by 
numerical analysis, it will be helpful for engineers to determine the accuracy level or 
tolerance o f electrical/mechanical components. To explore this issue for web handling 
systems in this work, one parameter is set to vary while the others are kept as their nominal 
values. F igure 2.25 shows the impacts on robust stability (using Hm norm analysis for 
demonstration). In deriving the results, each parameter goes through identical variation in the 
range o f ±10% of its nominal value and the plant is controlled by the designed Hm controller. 
It is seen that the web length, cross-sectional area, and Young’s modulus have the most 
significant influence on system robust stability. This result provides a valuable reference for 
the robust stability acquisition in a multistage web system.
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F igure 2.25 Robust stability and parametric uncertainties.
2.5 Evaluation and Comparison
In order to verify the viability o f the proposed robust H,n controller, a comparison study is 
taken in this section based on both simulation and experimental tests.
2.5.1 Sim ulation Tests
In this work, two centralized MIMO controllers, the proposed H ,„ controller and a Linear- 
quadratic regulator (LQR), are implemented. In addition, a SISO Pi-based decentralized 
control strategy is also designed and implemented to the decoupled tension control loop and 
speed control loop. Control performance evaluation o f the three controllers is conducted by 
simulation tests under two operating conditions. Figure 2.26 shows the simulation results
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without plant disturbances. F igure 2.27 and Figure 2.28 illustrate the simulation results with 
an upstream tension disturbance.
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F igure 2.26 Simulation: H LQR, and PI control.
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F igure 2.27 Upstream tension disturbance.
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Figure 2.28 Simulation: Hx , LQR, and PI control with upstream disturbance.
It is clear from examining these simulation results that the proposed //<» controller performs 
best in terms o f the rising time and disturbance rejection. Furthermore, the advantage o f 
centralized MIMO control design can also be recognized. When the two driving motors o f the 
web span are controlled, respectively, by a PI tension controller and a PI speed controller, if 
web speed varies, web tension fluctuates dramatically and vice versa. On the other hand, the 
centralized MIMO controllers, Hm and LQR, can effectively attenuate the interaction between 
tension and speed. Furthermore, the proposed //*  controller presents the best disturbance 
rejection among all three controllers.
In real experiments or applications, measurement noise is unavoidable and will affect the 
control performance through the feedback loop. Simulation tests when considering white 
measurement noise are shown in F igure 2.29 through Figure 2.32.
L in e  S p e e d
 L Q R
 H -infin ity
W e b  T e n s io n
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M e a s u r e m e n t  N o is e s  o n  T e n s io n  S ig n a l
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Figure 2.29 Measurement noises.
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Figure 2.30 Simulation: Hx  control with measurement noise.
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Figure 2.31 Simulation: LQR control with measurement noise.
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Figure 2.32 Simulation: PI control with measurement noise.
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It is illustrated that PI control is very sensitive to tension measurement noise. This cannot be 
improved even when the gains are adjusted, although the disturbance rejection o f PI control 
can be significantly improved by adjusting the gains. It implies that in the real experiments, PI 
control will rely on feedback signal processing much more than LQR and Hm controllers do.
2.5.2 E xperim ental Tests 
Figure 2.33 shows a two-span web system configured by using the testing apparatus in 
LIMS (Laboratory for Intelligent Mechatronic Systems). The testing apparatus contains two 
identical drive units. Each of the units consists o f two 24V brush-commutated DC servo 
motors and two idler shafts. The DC motors are powered and controlled through a linear 
current multi-channel drive unit. Each motor can be controlled separately to simulate various 
drive/load configurations. Eight 2048-line encoders and a rotational tension measurement 
transducer are mounted to measure the shaft angular displacements and the web tension. The 
testing apparatus is ideal for implementing multi-stage web system control strategies.
F igure 2.33 Testing apparatus.
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To test the designed controllers on a typical single intermediate web span, an experimental 
setup is configured as shown in Figure 2.34.
F igure 2.34 Single intermediate span setup.
Wincon system is adopted for the real time implementation. The overall configuration is 
illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 2.35.
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Figure 2.35 Real time experiment configuration.
The output o f the tension measurement device is an analog signal o f  0 to 500mv, which is a 
little low in magnitude compared to the A/D converter input range (0 to lOv). Furthermore, 
noise corruption makes a measurement fluctuate ±0.5 Newton from its real value. Since the 
tension signal is wired out from two nodes o f an electrical bridge, noise is added on each wire 
in a common mode. A differential-mode amplifier (INA128P) is thus adopted to amplify the 
tension feedback signal and to reject the common mode noise. The effect is illustrated by a 
static tension signal (when there is no web motion) in Figure 2.36.
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S ta tic  te n s io n  s ig n a l w ith d iffe ren tia l-m ode  am plifier v= 0 S ta tic  te n sio n  s ig n a l w ithou t d iffe ren tia l-m ode am plifier v= 0
T im e ( s e c )  T im e  (s e c )
Figure 2.36 The effect o f differential-mode amplifier.
//*  controller, LQR controller, and PI controller are implemented and validated on the 
experimental setup. All controllers are tested under the identical experimental configuration, 
including the same sampling time and tension/speed signal processing. F igure 2.37 to Figure 
2.39 illustrate the control response o f these three controllers, respectively. It can be observed 
that the experimental results match the analysis conclusions from the simulation results. For a 
6 N tension set point (with a speed rise from 0.1 m /s  to 0.2 m / s ), for example, the maximum 
tension variation (A T / T )  is 6.01% with the proposed Hrx controller, 9.13% with the LQR, 
and 23.07% with the distributed PI control. For a 0.1 m / s  speed set point (with a tension rise 
from AN to 6N), on the other hand, the maximum speed variation ( Av/v)  is 13.60%, 35.28% 
and 29.55%, respectively, with the Hm, LQR and PI controllers. It is clear that the proposed 
robust Hm controller can attenuate the interaction between tension and line speed more 
effectively, and presents the best control performance among the three controllers.
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Figure 2.37 Experiment: Hx  control.
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Figure 2.38 Experiment: LQR control.
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Figure 2.39 Experiment: PI control.
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2.6 Conclusion
A robust Ha0 controller is proposed in this chapter for intermediate web span control 
applications. Bounded real parametric uncertainties are described and integrated into the sate- 
space representation o f  a typical intermediate web span. The investigation consists o f a state- 
space oriented Hm control design and robustness property analysis. O f the two robustness 
analysis tools, singular value test is proved to be more conservative than ^-analysis especially 
for roust stability analysis, when structured model uncertainties are considered. The variations 
o f different parameters have different impacts on system’s robustness property. For a web 
system, the web length, cross-sectional area, and Young’s modulus are found to have the most 
significant influence on robust stability of the closed-loop system. Furthermore, both 
simulation and experimental tests have demonstrated that compared with a LQR and a 
distributed PI control system, the proposed multivariable Ha, control can be sued to attenuate 
web tension and speed fluctuations more effectively.
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Chapter 3 Winding Process Control
A multi-stage web handling system usually includes an unwinding roll and a wingding roll 
as primitive elements for web material supply and accumulation. The operating characteristics 
o f these elements can be studied by investigating a winding process. A pure wingding process 
is the web transportation process from an unwinding roll to a winding roll. Such reel-to-reel 
web winding systems are common in the manufactures, fabrication, and transport o f many 
materials such as paper, metal, and photographic film. Advances in web winding system 
control might benefit these industries in a number o f ways, such as increasing transient 
performance or reliability, and facilitating tighter tracking o f  the desired velocity and tension.
3.1 System Modeling
3.1.1 Nominal P lan t M odeling
Load Cell
Unwinding Roll W inding Roll
K . J„, B ,,  K m R, J u Bf , K m
Figure 3.1 A Winding process.
A winding (or winding/unwinding) process model is shown in F igure 3.1. The driving 
motors o f  winding and unwinding rolls are assumed to have identical specifications. 
Neglecting dynamics o f the load cell and idler rolls and with the assumptions on a web system
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described in C h ap ter 2, following time-invariant equations can be obtained to describe the 
dynamics o f  a winding process [24],
L iw = ~ v j w + vutwo - a E v u +aEvw ; (3.1)
d  v  v
—-(«/ — ) = R t  - B f —  
d t K u R j  f  Ru- M u  - ? )  =  K K - B f M + K J u ; (3.2)
+ (3.3)
where
tw: Web tension (N);
Ko '• Wound-out tension of the unwinding roll {N)\
vu : Tangential velocity at the periphery o f the unwinding roll (m/s);
vw: Tangential velocity at the periphery o f the winding roll (m/s);
iu: Input current to the driving motor o f the unwinding roll (A);
iw: Input current to the driving motor o f the winding roll (A);
L : Web length between the winding and unwinding rolls (m);
Bf : Coefficient o f bearing viscous friction (N-m-s/rad).
Km: Toque constant o f winding/unwinding motor (N-m/A).
Ru: Radius o f  unwinding roll (m).
J u: Moment o f inertia o f unwinding roll (kg- m2).
Rw: Radius o f  winding roll (m).
J w: Moment o f  inertia o f winding roll (kg- m2).
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tvo, the wound-out tension, is an initial static tension within the web roll, which is
generated by the previous winding process. It is assumed to be zero in this work for the sake 
o f simplicity.
With the web material transmitted from the unwinding roll to winding roll, the roll radius 
and inertia vary with time. Assume that the winding and unwinding rolls have the same roll 
cores. The radius and inertia varying patterns can be described by following equations:
K = R l o - - k m - ,  0 .4 )
7 t J




K o  : Initial radius o f unwinding/winding roll (m)\
Rc, J c: Radius (m) and moment o f inertia (kg- m2) o f  unwinding/winding roll core;
■j
p , w , h :  Density (kg/m ), width and thickness (m) o f the web material.




j u = -p w h v uR l \  (3-10)
j w = pwhvwR 2w- (3-11)
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Substituting equations (3.8) through (3.11) into (3.2) and (3.3), it gives
Br— v„
JJ u Ju “












The last item in equation (3.12) and (3.13) indicates the nonlinearity due to the time varying 
radii and inertias. Since the web thickness h is usually very small (e.g. 7.62x1(T5/m in this 
work), the last item can be omitted to make the expressions (3.12) and (3.13) linear. The final 
real time model representation becomes
vw aE  aE  t — y t - t --------y -|------ v
L  L  L
v  = — t  — — v + — K iu  j  w  r  u  t  m u
**u ^u ^u
R} B r R
v  = — 30-tw ------ v  + K i
w J  J  J
A further linearization by applying Taylor series yields
(3.14)
V = ^ y -T  - ^ - V  + ^ - K  I  • 





Tw, Vu, Vw, Iu, Vw: Changes to corresponding variables from their operating values;
Steady-state operating tangential velocity o f  winding roll (m/s). 
Steady-state operating web tension (AO-
Vw(, :
•
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In equation (3.15), usually aE » tw0, so the equation can be further approximated by (3.18), 
which can also be derived by omitting the upstream and downstream disturbances in equation
(2 . 1).
T  — v*o y SEl v  ■ 
L u L
The state-space representation o f the nominal winding process plant is
\x n = A x„  + B u1 p  n  p  n
1 /  =  C n X p
where the subscript p  represents plant, n stands for nominal and
* ,= [* i *2 *3 r = D C  K  K ] T ’>
u = [w, «2]r
y=[y\ * f = lT» v]T.
_Ko_ aE aE
~ “









Rl 0 Bf 0






The matrix C„ is defined such that the output signal is the tension and the line speed o f the 
moving web, the latter o f  which is calculated by V = (Vu + Vw) / 2  .
3.1.2 P lan t M odeling with U ncertainty Description
The parametric uncertainties o f the considered winding process model are specified as:
E = E( 1 + 5EAE) , Bf = B f ( 1 + SbAb), Ru = Ru( 1 + , Rw = RJ1 + S ^ ) ,
J u = J u( 1 + SJu^Ju) > Jy, ~ + Sjw&jJ > V*.0 = VWo(l + SA v )  ■
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For winding process, we will try to use robustness analysis o f  the closed-loop system to 
numerically illustrate the effects o f the slowly time varying radii and inertias, when the plant 
is controlled by Hx, LQR and PI controllers, respectively. In order to associate the time 
varying parameters with the parametric uncertainty description introduced in C hap ter 2, the 
system is considered at the operating point when both unwinding roll and winding roll are 
dimensionally half loaded. Varying ranges o f roll radii can then be specified by the following 
uncertainty factors:
Correspondingly, according to equations (3.6) and (3.7), and applying the parameter values of 
the testing apparatus, varying patterns o f  roll inertias can be described as
Another definition o f  half loaded rolls can be made in a sense o f  inertia, instead of radius. 
However, in this research, the one based on radius is adopted. It should also be noted that for 
a winding process, the following expressions are assumed to be always held according to the 
mass conservation principle:
A R u  ~  ~ ^ R w  > A j u  ~  _ A / W •
A similar procedure is adopted to describe the specified parametric uncertainties, as 
demonstrated in C h ap ter 2. The state-space representation o f the winding process model with 
uncertainty description is given by
8ru — 0-5; SRw -  0.5.
=  A u X p  +  B uOU t> +  B u l U





1̂x5 1̂x5 B , = B : C i = Cu  2 n ’ u  1 n
1*5 J3xl3
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3.2 Derivation of the Standard LFT Framework
The practical connection o f the closed-loop system with two weighting functions is 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. When the plant model G(s) refers to its nominal representation in 
(3.19), P(s) is denoted as the nominal interconnection system N(s). The standard LFT 
framework compactly describing the closed-loop system is shown in F igure 3.3, where the
exogenous input and output: w = r = \Twr Vr f  , and z = [e w]r , respectively.
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Interconnection system P(s)
Figure 3.2 The closed-loop system with weighting functions.
F igure 3.3 The standard LFT framework.
The derived state-space representation o f the interconnection system P(s) is
P(s) =
Poo(s ) A  A )  A  A )
A  A) A  A) A  A)
P20(s) P2l(s) P22(s)
A A A A
C0 Ao A i A 2
A Ao A , A  2
C2 Ao A  i D22
and its nominal counterpart N(s) is
A  A) A  A)N(s)=  11 12
A  A) P22(s)
A A b 2
A A . a 2
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A =
A v e ^2x2 B w eC u\
02x2 A Wu 0 2x3
^3x4 A 7x7









































Based on the similar considerations and procedure as illustrated in C hap ter 2, the 
frequency weighting functions We(s) and Wu(s) are selected as
We(s) =
0.55 + 10 
5 + 0.01
0
0.335 + 10 
5 + 0.01
Wu(s) =
0.25 + 1 
5 + 10
0.25 + 1 
5 + 10 .
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3.3 Control Design
Initial ccontrollers are designed based on the basic linear and time invariant model in (3.19), 
in which both the winding and unwinding roll are considered dimensionally half loaded. One 
o f the suboptimal controllers is derived and represented by the following transfer 
functions:
r * „ M
( * „ ( * )  K a (s))
where
-16.95s6-1.012e4s5-1.507e6s4-3.703e8s3-1.856el0s2-2.524el ls-2.018e9
11 ~ s7+1347s6+8.186e5s5+2.178e8 s4+1.066el0s3+1.428el Is2+2.283e9s+9.128e6 ’
_  411.6s5+3.633e5s4+l.744e8s3+ l.391el0s2+3.903el ls+3.652e!2
12 s6+1347s5+8.186e5s4+2.178e8s3+1.066el0s2 + 1.427ells+1.141e9’
16.95s6+1.012e4s5+1.507e6s4+3.703e8s3+1.856el0s2+2.524el ls+2.018e9
21 s7+1347s6+8.186e5s5+2.178e8s4+1.066el0s3+1.428el Is2+2.283e9s+9.128e6 ’
411.6s5 +3.633e5s4+1.744e8s3+1.391 e 1 Os2 +3.903e 11 s+3.652e 12
22 s6+1347s5+8.186e5s4+2.178e8s3+1.066el0s2 + 1.427el ls+ 1 .141e9 '
A similar procedure is used for the linear quadratic regulator design as in Chapter 2. The 
derived LQR feedback gain is
\  2.2361 -70.7107 -0.0039 1.2405 0.0730'
-2.2361 -70.7107 0.0039 0.0730 1.2405 _ —
PI control for the winding process adopts a commonly used configuration in literature, 
which is different from the one for intermediate span control. The unwinding roll is under 
tension control instead o f the winding roll, as shown in F igure 3.4. In this work, the 
proportional and integral gains, Kp and K„ are tuned as:
Tension control loop: Kp = 0.15, K t = 3;
Speed control loop: Kp = 2, K, = 15.
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The decentralized PI control can be represented by 
'0.15J + 3
K  = s
0
0
2 s + 15
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 4
1.5 0 0.15 0
0 3.75 0 2




T*  w r
Figure 3.4 PI control o f winding process.
3.4 Gain Scheduling
As stated previously, control system design for a winding process is conducted based on the 
basic linear and time invariant model, in which all parameters take their nominal values at the 
specified operating point. It would be intuitive to recognize that the time varying parameters- 
roll radius and inertia-will have their effects on control performance and robustness property 
o f the corresponding closed-loop system. Such effects can be illustrated by Matlab simulation, 
as shown in Figure 3.5. H& controller is used for this demonstration.
Within the design region, in which both winding and unwinding rolls are around 
dimensionally half loaded, the control performance achieves design requirements and the 
interaction between tension and speed can be attenuated effectively. However, at starting and 
ending stages, tension output becomes rather sensitive to speed changes, although the system 
remains stable and the steady-state error is small.
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Figure 3.5 The effects o f time varying radii on control performance.
There are very few papers in literature working on strategies to deal with the time varying 
parameters. It is generally assumed that the impact on control performance is not significant 
since the variation is slow, especially when the web roll is small. However, this assumption is 
arbitrary and lack o f analytical support. As just observed in F igure 3.5, the robustness o f 
tension output to speed changes does deteriorate significantly with radius/inertia changing. In 
this work, the necessity o f gain scheduling will be determined by a quantifiable criterion, 
robust stability, which will be discussed in the following section.
A simple gain scheduling can be derived by dc gain analysis o f  the tension output. Since 
tension control is always the first priority in web system control and as we just observed from 
Figure 3.5 that tension control deteriorates more than speed control with radius/inertia 
varying, more attention is paid to tension control gain scheduling.
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Assume that unwinding roll radius and inertia are constants and there is no change in 
tangential velocity o f  the winding roll. Taking Laplace transform to equations (3.18) and 
(3.16), a transfer equation between tension change and winding motor current change can be 
derived as
U s )   _____________ EaRuK m______________
h is )  J uLs + (LBf  + J uvw0)s + Bf vwa + EaRu
Assume that winding roll radius and inertia are constants and there is no change in tangential 
velocity o f  the unwinding roll. It gives similarly 
Tw(s) _  EaRwK m
L (s )  J wLs + (LBf + J wvw0)s + Bf vw0 + EaRw
Considering that E »  1, and E a R * » B f vw0(e.g. the former is 2.59 while the latter is 3.2><10'3
in this work), Bf vw0 can be neglected from the denominator. It finally yields the dc
component o f  the transfer function between tension change and unwinding/winding motor 
current change.
\ \m Ĵ -  = - -EaRuKm 2 = ^ ;  (3.23)
- ° / „ ( s )  Bf vw0 + EaRl Ru
y j m  = - * * * -  2 A  (3.24)
'-*>/„(*) Bf vw0+EaRw Rw
The dc gains are inversely proportional to the roll radii. A gain scheduling scheme is to 
adaptively compensate the error o f control effort due to its dependence on radius variation. 
Considering all controllers are designed at the defined operating point, at which the radii take 
their initial values i?uo and Rwq and the control efforts should not be adjusted, a gain 
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where Ruo and 7?wo are adopted for initial control design. They are used here to scale control 
signals out o f the operating point. iu{t) and iw{t) are final control signals.
The validity o f the above scheme is demonstrated by simulation test. A comparison can be 
made by observing F igure 3.6, which shows the control performance with the gain scheduling 
scheme applied.
W e b  T ension
Line S p e e d
80 
T im e (s)









■1o 20 40 60 80 120100 140 160
The improvement due to gain scheduling is obvious at other operating stages (e.g. starting 
or end) outside o f  the control design region. Similar improvements can also be demonstrated 
by LQR or PI control (less obvious) based simulation.
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3.5 Robustness Analysis
Three robustness properties, robust stability, nominal performance and robust performance, 
are also analyzed in this section for a winding process. The criteria are the same as the ones 
used in Chapter 2. The parametric uncertainties are specified by the following factors:
= 0 .5 , SRw = 0 .5, Sju = 0.22, SJw = 0.22, ^  = 0.1, <S¥ =0.1 ; ^  =0 .01 .
Table 3.1 shows the Hrya norm test result o f the corresponding closed-loop systems.
Table 3.1 # »  norms o f the closed-loop systems with designed controllers.
j I K I L  | K I L  | \\K (m , a)|L  |
\//oo Controller | 11.9610 | 1.0218 j 15.8878
LQR i 10.6040 i 1.4244 j 5.9114 i
- i I I >
PI Controller 7.2788 18.9103 12.1207
Alternatively, singular value and structured singular value plots can illustrate the robustness 
properties over frequencies. Since //-analysis is less conservative than singular value test for 
structured uncertainties, only //-analysis results are presented here. Nominal and robust 
performance tests o f PI controller are not plotted together because the ju values are too large 
(around 20).
As illustrated by F igure 3.7 to F igure 3.9, H00 Controller is the best in terms o f nominal 
performance, which is almost achieved. Although LQR control reaches the best in robust 
performance analysis, no one controller could achieve robust performance. With the winding 
process model, none o f  the three controllers has the closed-loop system robustly stable. The 
time varying parameters, which have been defined as greatly varying uncertainties, have a 
significant impact on robust stability o f the closed-loop system. One interesting phenomenon 
is that PI controller shows the best achievement in stability analysis. This matches a 
conclusion presented by some researches, such as in [26].
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Figure 3.7 Robust stability analysis (//<», PI and LQR).
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Figure 3.8 Nominal performance analysis (//<» and LQR).
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Figure 3.9 Robust performance analysis (/f® and LQR).
As we stated in the previous section, the necessity o f a gain scheduling technique will be 
analyzed and determined based on robust stability analysis. The criterion is to have the 
closed-loop system achieve robust stability in a sense o f  //-analysis test. The maximum radius 
varying range, within which the closed-loop system remains robustly stable, can also be 
derived for each controller. This analysis result is shown in Table 3.2. In the derivation, 8ru, 
Srw, Sju, and S jw are gradually increased till robust stability is marginally achieved, and 
meanwhile, the uncertainty factors 8b, Sv and Se are specified 0.1.
Table 3.2 Maximum acceptable radius variations with different controllers
j &Ru » <>Rw
1
j &Ju ’ M axim um  R adius V ariation
Hao Controller | 0.27 ! 0.088 27%
LQR | 0.28 i 0.092 28%
• PI Controller 0.39 0.149 39%
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The result shows that the control system requires a gain scheduling in order to have the 
closed-loop system robustly stable over the whole winding process. PI controller presents the 
best capability in handling a large operating range, which also matches the robust stability 
analysis result in Table 3.1. However, more tests by simulation and experiments need to be 
conducted to make a comprehensive comparison among the three controllers, mainly in terms 
o f control performance.
3.6 Evaluation and Comparison
3.6.1 S im ulation  T ests 
Figure 3.10 shows the simulation setup for the overall winding/unwinding process, using 
Hn Control as an example. Fen and Fcnl in the diagram are gain scheduling functions. The 
subsystem block ‘Nonlinear M odel’ describes the model represented by equations in (3.14). 
Time varying parameters are calculated according to equations (3.4) to (3.7). Step reference 
signals o f tension and/or line speed occur at the starting, middle and end stage, respectively. 
Sinusoidal disturbances are applied to tension and line speed outputs to examine the 
disturbance rejection o f a control strategy. Measurement noises are set to be white.
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Figure 3.10 Simulation Configuration (Hx).
All simulations are done with the previously described gain scheduling scheme. Simulation 
results are illustrated by the middle stage control o f a winding process. The control 
performance is compared among the three controllers.
3.6.1.1 Nominal System Simulation Test
In this test, there is no any disturbance and measurement noise considered. All the 
parameters o f the plant model are assigned to their nominal values at the operating point, 
except that the roll radius and inertia vary dynamically.
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F igure 3.12 Simulation: PI control, middle stage.
The results illustrated in F igure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show that H x  control has the best 
performance. LQR also presents good performance but with a small overshot on line speed 
response and tension fluctuates slightly with speed rising. Although PI controller is the best in 
robust stability test, its control performance is not as good as the two MIMO controllers. The
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interaction between speed and tension is not attenuated effectively by PI control. This 
demonstrates one o f the advantages o f MIMO control strategies when the plant is a MIMO 
system.
3.6.1.2 Simulation Test with Disturbance
This test is to examine the low frequency disturbance rejection o f each controller. The 
tension disturbance is set to be a sinusoidal signal which is IN  in amplitude and 0.5Hz in 
frequency; the line speed disturbance is a sinusoidal signal with 0.05mA amplitude and 0.5Hz 
frequency. F igure 3.13 to F igure 3.15 show the test results.
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Figure 3.13 Simulation: //<*> (left) and LQR (right) control with disturbance, middle stage.
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Figure 3.14 Simulation errors: (left) and LQR (right) control with disturbance, middle
stage.
Mean o f Squared Errors (MSE): MSE (tension, Hx) = 0.0193;
MSE (tension, LQR) = 0.0205;
MSE (speed, Hx) = 2.4076e-005;
MSE (speed, LQR) = 4.2790e-005;
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Figure 3.15 Simulation: PI control with disturbance, middle stage.
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The results show that //*  and LQR control have similar low frequency disturbance 
rejection, except that the former is slightly better in speed control loop disturbance rejection. 
PI control has good performance in terms o f  tension disturbance rejection, but does not 
perform well with a line speed disturbance. Although the gains o f tension loop PI and speed 
loop PI can be adjusted to have a better balance between tension and speed disturbance 
rejection, the control performance will then be affected correspondingly. The simulation 
results match the nominal performance tests in robustness analysis.
3.6.1.3 Simulation Test with Measurement Noise
The rejection capability to high frequency measurement noise is tested on each controller. 
The source is set to be zero-mean white noise, which is added to each measurement signal. 
From the following F igure 3.17 to Figure 3.19, it can be observed that H ,x control has the 
best rejection to web tension measurement noise. Although the speed loop in the PI control 
strategy performs not well in low frequency disturbance rejection, it is almost as good as the 
two MIMO control strategies in terms of measurement noise rejection. As it has been shown 
in C hapter 2, the PI tension control loop, on the other hand, is very sensitive to measurement 
noise.
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Figure 3.17 Simulation: Hx  (left) and LQR (right) control with noise, middle stage.
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Figure 3.18 Simulation errors: (left) and LQR (right) control with noise, middle stage.
Mean o f Squared Errors (MSE): MSE (tension, Hx ) = 3.6487e-004;
MSE (tension, LQR) = 4.733 le-004;
MSE (speed, H ,*) = 5.0922e-006;
MSE (speed, LQR) = 3.9793e-006;
Web Tension
qI------------ 1------------ 1------------ 1------------ 1-------------1------------
1 8 0  1 8 5  1 9 0  1 9 5  2 0 0  2 0 5  2 1 0
Time (s)
Figure 3.19 Simulation: PI control with noise, middle stage.
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3.6.2 E xperim ental Tests
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.20. One o f the two units is configured for the 
experiments.
The experiments are divided into two parts. Firstly, tests on the middle stage (control design 
region) o f  a winding process are conducted for each controller, to examine the control 
performance. Secondly, the effect o f the gain scheduling scheme is verified by experiments at 
the starting stage o f a winding process. Control performance with and without gain scheduling 
will be compared.
The radii o f unwinding and wingding rolls can be calculated by the following equations:
where Ru0 and Rw0 denote the initial radius o f unwinding and winding rolls, respectively. 6U 
and 0W are the integrated angular displacements of the rolls, and h is the web thickness. The
F igure 3.20 Winding process experimental setup.
(3.27)
(3.28)
initial radii have to be measured and determined before starting an experimental test. Angular
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displacements are detected by two encoders mounted on the driving shafts o f unwinding and 
winding rolls.
3.6.2.1 M iddle Stage Experim ental Test
In this test, the winding roll and unwinding roll are operating in the control design region, in 
which both rolls are around dimensionally half loaded. The main comparison should be 
conducted between //«, control and LQR control. Figure 3.21 shows the control performance 
o f these two controllers.
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Figure 3.21 Experiment: H ,„ (left) and LQR (right) control, middle stage.
The tension control performance is similar between the two controllers. However, Hx 
control has a shorter settling time and smaller overshot than LQR in terms o f line speed 
control. Furthermore, for a 6 N tension set point (with a speed rise from 0.1 m /s  to 0.2 m / s ), 
the maximum tension variation ( M I T )  is 2.69% with the proposed Hm controller, but 2.93% 
with the LQR. For a 0.1 m ls  speed set point (with a tension rise from 4N to 6N), on the other 
hand, the maximum speed variation (Av/ v )  is 10% and 13.08%, respectively, with the H » 
controller and LQR controller. These output errors are also illustrated by the error plots in 
Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.22 Experiment errors: Hw (left) and LQR (right) control, middle stage.
Mean o f Squared Errors (MSE): MSE (tension, //<*,) = 0.0034;
MSE (tension, LQR) = 0.0036; 
MSE (speed, Hm) = 8.7282e-006; 
MSE (speed, LQR) = 1.2620e-005;
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Figure 3.23 Experiment: PI control, middle stage.
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PI control, which is implemented on the separate tension loop and speed loop, can not 
attenuate the interaction between tension and speed signals effectively, as shown in Figure 
3.23. It should be noted that the interaction attenuation could be improved if  feedforward 
compensation is applied to the tension and speed set points [4], However, the effect o f  the 
compensation greatly relies on the accuracy o f  the mathematical model o f the plant. In this 
demonstration, no such compensation loop is considered.
3.6.2.2 Starting Stage Experimental Test
In this test, the winding process is running from the starting point, at which the winding roll 
is unloaded and the unwinding roll is fully loaded. Only H „ control and LQR are used here for 
demonstration.
The performance improvement due to the gain scheduling scheme is clear from Figure 3.24 
and Figure 3.25.
• The tension fluctuation due to a line speed change is greatly suppressed, i.e. tension 
output becomes more robust to speed variations.
• The settling time is reduced, for both tension and speed responses.
• The overshot o f speed response is decreased.
However, the speed fluctuation due to tension changes is not improved. It even becomes 
larger when the plant is controlled by LQR. This can also be detected by simulation. The 
reason is that the adopted gain scheduling scheme takes only the compensation to tension 
output into consideration, since tension control is the first priority in real-world applications. 
A more advanced adaptive technique could be a future work in dealing with the time varying 
parameters.
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Figure 3.24 Experiment: H& control, without (left) and with (right) gain scheduling, starting
stage.
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Figure 3.25 Experiment: LQR control, without (left) and with (right) gain scheduling,
starting stage .
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3.7 Conclusion
The three control strategies, Hx, LQR and PI, which are discussed in intermediate web span 
control, are applied also to a winding process study in this chapter. As two MIMO control 
strategies, Hx  and LQR are verified to be superior to the decentralized PI control in terms of 
interaction attenuation between web tension and line speed. However, the difference between 
Hoo and LQR is not as obvious as in the intermediate span control. The former is just slightly 
better than the latter, considering only control performance. Robustness tests show that no 
controller achieves robust stability over the whole winding process. A dc gain analysis-based 
study provides a simple but efficient gain scheduling technique to deal with the time varying 
parameters o f  the plant. Verified by both simulation and experimental tests, the gain 
scheduling scheme improves the robustness o f tension output to line speed variations at the 
operating stages out o f the control design region.
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C hapter 4 Inactive Web Tension Control
4.1 Introduction
The control techniques we discussed so far for intermediate web span and winding process 
are categorized into active web tension control. The actuators are roll (roller) driving motors, 
which are controlled to acquire both desired web speed and tension. Tension control is 
actually achieved through an active torque control o f driving motors and is unavoidably 
coupled together with web speed control.
A distinct phenomenon in a multi-stage web system is called tension transfer. Consider 
again the following multi-span web system equations.
From equation (4.1), a tension change in a certain web span (the ith) will affect the tension in 
the following span—the change is propagated backward. This behaviour is named tension
Also from equation (4.1), with an active control strategy, an upstream tension disturbance 
7^, can be compensated by a speed adjustment Vt o f the z'th driven roller (suppose VI_] = 0),
so as to remain the desired tension set-point value o f the z'th web span, i.e. Tt = 0 .  However,
this speed adjustment Vj tends to induce a tension fluctuation Ti+t in the following web span.
It means another speed adjustment Vi+l needs to be generated by active control in the (z'+l)th
span to maintain its tension level. The result o f this ‘tension change-speed adjustment 
propagation’ is that all the following spans have to go through a speed adjustment when 
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speed change could be rather considerable. This is not allowed in an application where 
accurate speed control is required. The analysis indicates that active control strategy cannot 
eliminate tension transfer.
Besides active control, inactive (passive) method is an alternative for tension control and 
has been discussed in literature. In an inactive control strategy, the tension control actuator is 
no longer web driving motors. Dancer rolls and loopers are two common inactive tension 
control actuators. The mechanism o f an inactive tension control is based on the relation 
between the tension variation and web length change o f a web span. If  in the /th web span, the
web length is adjusted to control the tension and the length change dLx «  Z ,, then
L ,= dLi /d t  = Vi( t ) - V i_l(t).  (4.3)
Substituting (4.3), equation (4.1) can be rewritten as
t j = - ^ T i + ŷ ^ T i X+ — Lr  (4.4)
Z, ' Lt ' ' '  L, 1
Paper [27] gives a comprehensive study on characteristics o f active and passive dancers, 
and Pagilla etc. [28] has presented an application o f active dancers to attenuate web tension 
disturbance. A dancer roll is illustrated in F igure 1.6.
According to if  they are driven to actively move, dancer rolls are categorized into active 
dancers and passive dancers. Passive dancers are usually used to measure web tension in 
replacement o f load cells [29], If a dancer is driven to move back and forth so as to slightly 
change the web length, it can be used to adjust the web tension. One o f the disadvantages o f 
active dancer roll tension control is that the rotational motion o f the actuator has to be 
converted to translational motion, which increases the complexity o f  the structure and needs 
more space for installation.
A looper, as shown in Figure 4.1, is commonly used in strip mills as a tension measurement 
device and a mass flow control actuator. The strategy there is to use looper height (or angle)
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as a tension feedback signal to achieve an active tension control, and to control the looper 
angle to maintain a desired upward pressure on the strip. Keeping the looper height (or angle) 
no change means the strip tension does not change [30] [31]. Although looper angle control 
also contributes to strip tension, the strategy by nature is still a type o f  active tension control 
because the main tension control actuators are strip driving motors.
vx v2
Figure 4.1 A looper structure.
In this work, a different way in utilizing loopers or looper-like structures is proposed. They 
will be adopted as actuators to attenuate tension fluctuations resulted from driven roller 
velocity variations or tension disturbances from adjacent web spans. Looper arm angle will be 
adjusted to have the tension follow a reference value. Tension change in a looper-controlled 
web span will not bring tension transfer to the following web spans, since no driven roller 
velocity has to be changed in order to achieve the tension control target.
4.2 System Modeling and Description
4.2.1 The A ctuating S tructu re
Figure 4.2 shows the looper-like structure fabricated for the proposed inactive tension 
control. Transmission is conducted by a bevel gear pair and a worm shaft/gear pair. By using 
a worm gear box, firstly, large torque can be generated; and secondly, the arm angle can be 
held to maintain a tension level when without current input to the driving motor. The bevel 
gear ratio is 1:1, and the worm shaft/gear ratio is 60:1.
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F igure 4.2 The fabricated actuator.
4.2.2 S tru cture M od elin g
4.2.2.1 Nomenclature
tw : Total web tension (N );
twO • Initial web tension at an operating point (TV);
vio: Initial tangential velocity o f driven roller 1 (m/s);
v2o : Initial tangential velocity o f  driven roller 2 (m/s);
Tw: Tension change from an operating point value (TV);
Tu : Tension disturbance from the upstream span (N);
L0 : Initial total web length between two driven rollers at an operating point (m);
w : Web width (m);
h : Web thickness (m);
a : Cross-sectional area o f the web material (m2);
E : Young’s modulus o f the web material (GPa);
Ho - Initial displacement o f the contact point between looper roll and web (m);
e : Looper angle (rad);
do : Initial looper angle at an operating point (rad);
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La'- Dimension between looper rotating origin and roller 1 (m );
Lb - Dimension between looper rotating origin and roller 2 (m);
Ra : Looper arm length (m);
Rr : Looper roll radius (m);
Ma : Looper arm mass (kg);
Mr : Looper roll mass (kg);
da' Looper arm inertia (kg- m );
dr' Looper roll inertia (kg- m );
J f . Mass moment o f inertia o f  looper system (kg- m2);
Bf. Viscous friction coefficient o f the structure transmission (N-m-s/rad);
@mm • Minimum Looper angle (rad);
0<nax • Maximum Looper angle (rad);
Km: Motor torque constant (N-m/A);
7- Total gear ratio.
4.2.2.2 Modeling Equations 
The configuration o f a looper tension control system is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
L2(0)Lt(0)
Figure 4.3 Looper system dimensions.
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Assume there is no web slippage between any nipped driven rollers. The following 
equations are derived to describe the looper system:
C (0  = Co + Tw = Co + Ci + C 2; (4-5)
Tv l= a E m -~ ^ ; (4.6)
L(0) = Ll(0) + L2(0) = ^ H 2(0) + {La+ Racos0)2 +^ H \ 8 )  + {Lb - R acos0f  ; (4.7)
L o = m r ,  (4 .8)
tf (0 )  = ^ s i n ( 0 ) + 5 (4.9)
t ,  = f  !-v I„r.! + a £ (r ! - K ) + v 10r . ) ; (4.10)
L 0
Equation (4.10) describes the effects o f two disturbances on web tension. One o f the 
disturbances is from the variation o f the velocity difference between the two driven rollers o f 
the web span, (V2-F 1); and the other one is from the tension variation in the upstream web 
span, Tu. Equations (4.7) to (4.9) describe the dimensional changes o f the web length (L) and 
looper height (H) with looper angle varying.
An important issue is that the looper cannot be moved to any angle. The rotation should be 
restricted within a meaningful range. Looper angle constraints are defined as:
f t  = - ■  
max 2  ’
= s i n - ' ( ^ V ^ ) ,  when H(0 )=O •
Next, a moment balance description shall be derived using Newton’s second law. Due to the 
operating style o f the testing apparatus and the mounting mode o f  the looper structure in this 
work, torques generated by weights o f web material, looper arm and looper roll do not need to 
be considered.
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j re
Figure 4.4 Free body diagram.
J fi = -  r, - r, = -  r, -  B,t) ; (4.11)
• W ,  + + \ m X ,  (4-12)
where Tm is the toque generated by the looper driving motor; r, is the toque generated by 
web tension; im is the current input o f the driving motor.
The torque produced by web tension can be derived by analyzing the following diagram.
F igure 4.5 Derivation o f web tension torque, 
r, = twRa sin(6» + 02) -  twRa sin(0 -  0,)
= U * a[sin(0 + 02)~  sm(0 -  0,)]} ; (4.13)
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0(/9) = i?o[sin(t? + 02) -  sin(<9 -# ,)];
9, -  tan
H { 9 )
La + Ra cos 6
6-, = tan
H ( O )




4.2.2.3 Model Description o f the Structure
From the above analysis, an overall description o f the mathematical model can be
K (&) = Co + Tv = tw0 +Twl+Tw2
Twr = aE m - L 0
+aE(V1 - V l) + vlor , )
0
J i P  =  yK nJm  -  C  ~  B fO
r , = K < m
The mathematical model is highly nonlinear. A block diagram o f the above structure model 
is given in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Block diagram of looper structure.
4.2.2.4 Looper in a Web Span with Idlers
There are usually idler rolls between the two end drive motors o f  a web span, for example, 
the one as shown in Figure 4.7.
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L,(0)
Figure 4.7 A web span with idler rolls.
For this type o f web span, the model description can be derived by modifying the related 
equations, which are
m  =  L a a + L l ( e )  +  L 2( 0 )  +  L bb
; (4.17)
= L „  + ^ H 2(8) + ( 4  + Ra C O S 0 ) 2 + ^ H \ d )  + (Lb -  Ra c o s e f  +  Lbb
L0 = L{G0) =  Laa + A(^o) + L M )  +  Lbb. (4.18)
Then the previous mathematical model can be slightly modified considering the above two 
equations in order to describe the web span in Figure 4.7.
4.3 PID Control and Simulation
4.3.1 Sim ulation Setup
The mathematical model o f an intermediate web span with the proposed looper actuator, as 
discussed in section 4.2.2, is built in Matlab Simulink and shown in F igure 4.8. The block
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named ‘worm gear position-hold’ simulates the single transmission direction effect o f a worm 
shaft/wheel pair.
gam m a*K m worm g e a r  position-hold
Initial Tension
T h e ta_ d o t (om ega)
T h e taTfcWMiF a*
ThetaO
ThetaO In tegrator?
T a u  f
T a u  t
T au  t (t w*Pht)





ThetaO  L (T heta)
Tw1-Tw2
V2-V1 Tw2
Figure 4.8 Plant block diagram in Simulink.
A PID controller is designed for the proposed inactive looper tension control. The gains are 
determined by trial and error method, finally with Kp=\.2\ K\=2.5\ ^ D=0.01. The simulation 
configuration diagram is illustrated in Figure 4.9. All the parameter values adopted in 
simulation are from the real actuator and testing apparatus used for experimental test. Some 
parameters are listed in Table 4.1.
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U pstream  Dist. T u
S p e e d  D ifference Dist.
T e n a o n  C h a n g e  
R e fe re n ce  Tref
PID /
A
PID C ontro ller R a te  L im iter
N o linear P la n t M odel
Figure 4.9 PID control simulation setup.
Table 4.1 Parameters o f the simulation and experimental setup
\ 4I 51 mm '. ........ . .......





4 200 mm K 93.04 g j V10 j 0.2 m/s
4® 180 mm M r 126.64 g i v20 I
0.2 m/s
4 a : 675 mm 0.8 kg-m-s/rad |I H 0 | 70 mm
K 123 mm r 180 !
i
4o  j 6 N
4.3.2 Sim ulation Test
The simulation is conducted on an intermediate web span which has an initial tension (it 
can be generated by speed difference control in real experiments). The tension signal is fed 
back to the control loop o f the looper-like inactive actuator, instead o f one o f the driven 
rollers, as in the active control setup. Figure 4.10 shows the step response o f  the closed-loop 
system when tension reference rises from 6N  to 8N. The change o f  looper arm angle and the 
slight change in the web length are also calculated and plotted.
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Figure 4.10 Response without disturbances.
According to equations (4.10) and (4.5), the real time web tension is also subject to two 
disturbances which contribute to the tension variation item TW2 in (4.5). One of the disturbance 
sources is the tension change in the upstream span, Tu; the other one is the variation in the 
tangential speed difference between two driven rollers, V2 -V1. F igure 4.11 shows these two 
disturbances specified for the simulation test, and Figure 4.12 illustrates the system response 
to them.
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Figure 4.11 Disturbances.
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Figure 4.12 Response with disturbances.
The above figures demonstrate that the proposed looper-like actuator can effectively 
attenuate the tension fluctuations due to tension and speed disturbances. The angle of looper 
arm takes long to reach a steady state due to the integral effect between the disturbances and 
tension variation TW2 .
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4.4 PID Control and Experimental Test
4.4.1 Experim ental Setup
A winding process, instead o f the previously discussed intermediate web span is used here 
for the experimental demonstration. One of the advantages o f using a winding process is that 
tension variation can be easily simulated such that the effect o f the proposed inactive tension 
control can be demonstrated.
For an intermediate web span, if the tangential speed difference between two driven rollers 
is controlled to be zero and the upstream tension disturbance is also zero, the tension change 
will be zero, according to equation (4.1).
However, the situation will be different for a winding process. Consider again the tension 
equation (3.1) in a winding process model
Liw = - v j w + vutw0 + aE(vw - v j . (4.19)
Although the wound-out tension o f  a web roll two is usually small compared to the operating 
tension value and neglected in most winding process control applications, it is taken into 
consideration here. Taking Laplace transform for both sides o f (4.19), we get
Kovu (*) + K  (g) -  Vu (■*)] + K  (°) 
Ls + vw(s)
(4.20)
where tw(0) denotes the initial state o f web tension tw.
When speed difference (vw - v u) is controlled to be zero, equation (4.20) becomes
,  r _v t WQVu ( S ) + t W( ° )
J  {  XLs + vw(s)
(4.21)
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Assume that the web line speed is also well controlled, i.e. vw and vu are equal constants.




The equation (4.22) means that although a winding process is controlled in terms of its line 
speed and tangential speed difference between winding and unwinding rolls, the web tension 
will exponentially drop down during the process. This effect can be equivalently regarded as a 
speed difference disturbance applied to an intermediate web span, as illustrated in the 
simulation test. The control effect o f inactive actuator can then be easily observed.
Figure 4.13 shows the experimental setup used to test the proposed inactive control 
strategy.
F igure 4.13 The experimental setup for inactive control.
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4.4.2 Experim ental Test
The control performance is first illustrated by Figure 4.14, which shows a time span during 
a winding process. As we discussed above, tension drops down continuously before the looper 
actuator starts to control at around the 9th second. The tension decrease with time is 
eliminated and the desired tension level (8JV) is maintained by the PID controlled actuator. 
Changes to the looper arm angle are continuously made to compensate the tension loss.
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F igure 4.14 The effect o f looper tension control.
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Figure 4.15 shows the step response o f the inactively controlled system when the web is 
moving in a line speed o f  0. lm/s.
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F igure 4.15 Step response in an operating state.
It can be observed that compared to the performance of robust tension control in Chapter 2, 
the tension fluctuation is larger when the web system is controlled by the inactive tension 
control actuator. One o f  the reasons could be demonstrated by F igure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. 
Even a slight variation in tangential speed difference will cause a considerable tension change, 
because the value o f Young’s modulus E  in tension equation (4.1) and (4.19) is very large. 
However, accurate speed difference control is subject to many factors, such as the eccentricity 
o f idler rolls, which were not precisely fabricated. Another reason could be the response time 
o f the structure. It could not be as fast as an actively controlled DC motor due to the adopted 
gear transmission. The speed variations can not be quickly compensated by the control motion 
o f the actuator. This problem could be part o f the future work.
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4.5 Conclusion
An inactive tension control strategy is proposed to effectively eliminate ‘tension transfer’ 
phenomenon in a multi-stage web handling system. A looper-like structure is fabricated and 
controlled by a PID controller to implement the proposed control strategy. This is the first 
application in literature o f looper actuator in thin web tension control. Simulation and 
experimental tests demonstrated the effect o f the proposed inactive tension control. With the 
designed inactive actuator, tension control is no longer performed by controlling web driving 
motors and is separated from line speed control, so tension variation within a single web span 
will not be propagated to following spans.
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Chapter 5 Summary and Future Work
This thesis concerned itself with tension and speed control strategies for a multi-stage web 
handling system. Both intermediate web span control and winding process control were 
investigated according to the functionality o f considered web sections; both active strategy 
and inactive strategy were developed based on different actuating modes o f tension control. A 
robust Hao controller was proposed for active intermediate span control and winding process 
control. To implement inactive tension control, a looper-like structure was designed and 
fabricated to adjust the tension level within a web span.
Control performance tests (simulation and experiment) and numerical robustness property 
analysis were combined to fulfill the evaluation of developed controllers.
5.1 Summary of the Main Results
Centralized MIMO control design, represented by H ,„ and LQR control in this thesis, is 
more insensitive to the coupling effect between web tension and speed than decentralized PID 
web system control. Web tension is more robust to the fluctuations in web transportation 
speed when the system is controlled by //*> or LQR controller. Although a feedforward loop 
can improve the transient performance in tension control, theoretically, it is difficult to 
achieve in real implementations because o f the noisy tension measurement signal.
Web tension control system is unavoidably subject to external disturbances, parameter 
variation and plant uncertainty. Robustness property o f the closed-loop system is thus a 
concern in developing a control strategy. Comprehensive robustness analysis was adopted as 
an evaluation tool in this thesis. O f the two robustness analysis methods, singular value test is 
proved to be more conservative than //-analysis especially for roust stability analysis, when 
structured model uncertainties are considered.
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The proposed robust Hm controller for intermediate web span control applications 
demonstrates its superiority to the other two controllers: LQR and decentralized PI, through 
robustness analysis, simulation test and experimental test. The H controller also presents a 
better rejection to disturbance and noise. However, one disadvantage of an MIMO control 
strategy is that high order transfer functions are usually involved such that higher computation 
capability is required for the hardware system. Furthermore, the performance of Hm or LQR 
control is also subject to the selection o f weighting functions or matrices.
The variations o f different parameters have different impacts on the closed-loop system’s 
robustness property. For a web system, the web length, cross-sectional area, and Young’s 
modulus are found in this thesis to carry the most significant influence on robust stability o f 
the closed-loop system. This result provides a valuable reference for the robust stability 
acquisition in a multistage web system.
The three control strategies, //„ , LQR and PI, were also applied to a winding process study. 
Again, Hm and LQR were verified to be superior to the decentralized PI control in terms of 
interaction attenuation between web tension and line speed. Hm control is slightly better than 
LQR, considering only control performance.
Robustness tests show that no controller achieves robust stability over the whole winding 
process, even though the radius o f web roll is as small as the one in this work (31.75cw). The 
operating point at which the winding and unwinding rolls are both dimensionally half loaded 
is adopted for nominal controllers design. Due to the time varying parameters, the transient 
performance o f tension control deteriorates when the system is operating away from the 
nominal controller design point. Therefore, certain gain scheduling scheme is required in 
order to maintain a steady performance over the operating range.
A dc gain analysis-based study provides a simple but efficient gain scheduling technique to 
deal with the time varying parameters. Verified by both simulation and experimental tests, the
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gain scheduling scheme improves the robustness o f tension output to line speed variations at 
operating stages out o f the control design region, such as the starting stage and end stage.
Tension transfer is a distinct phenomenon with a multi-stage web system. Active tension 
control systems cannot prevent tension fluctuation within a certain web span being propagated 
to the following web spans. Another concern in applying an active tension control is that it is 
usually not suitable to be integrated with an existing control system. An inactive tension 
control strategy is thus proposed in this work to tackle these two problems. A looper-like 
structure is designed and fabricated to implement the proposed control strategy. The actuator 
is driven by a DC motor and controlled by a PID controller. Simulation and experimental tests 
demonstrated the effect and validity o f the proposed inactive tension control. With the 
designed inactive actuator, tension control is no longer performed by controlling web driving 
motors and is separated from line speed control, so tension variation within a single web span 
will not be propagated to following spans.
5.2 Open Problems and Future Work
As a mode-based control strategy, the performance of the proposed robust Hx  controller is 
significantly affected by the accuracy o f the adopted mathematical model. A recursive least 
square estimation was used for plant identification in this work. Model identification could be 
refined to have the model parameters closer to the ones o f the real plant by using a more 
advanced control strategy for data generation.
A robust controller designed through p  synthesis can be developed as a comparison with the 
Hao controller in future. The control synthesis will be programmed in Matlab based on a 
solution by D-K  iterations. Considering the order o f fx control is high, certain order reduction 
technique should be adopted in order to implement the controller in an experimental setup.
More sophisticated adaptive control strategies can be investigated in future to deal with the 
time varying parameters in a winding process control. Online self-tuning strategies, such as
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neuro-fuzzy control, would be a more suitable solution than model-based adaptive techniques, 
considering the model approximation by linearization.
The testing apparatus could be used to test more complicated web system control, such as a 
two-span system for a more complicated MIMO control strategy, if  more supplementary 
components are fabricated. The fabricated looper actuator for inactive tension control can also 
be refined to improve the control performance. Some advanced control strategies need to be 
developed for inactive tension control except the PID controller adopted in this thesis work.
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